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78787878 TAROTTAROTTAROTTAROT CARDCARDCARDCARD MEANINGSMEANINGSMEANINGSMEANINGS

I trust you will find this resource useful and one that will help

you as a reference guide both now and in the future.

The meanings that I have written within the resource are very

much based on the Rider Waite Smith Tradition and my own

understanding and insights.

They are intended as a basic reference only, as you develop

along your own journey, you will develop your own insights

also.

Of course, one meaning is affected by the interaction of

surrounding cards therefor keep this in mind and try not

become too fixed on the 'literal' meanings.

Enjoy the resource

Lara
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TTTTHEHEHEHE MMMMAJORAJORAJORAJOR AAAARCANARCANARCANARCANA

THETHETHETHE FOOLFOOLFOOLFOOL 0000

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: AIRAIRAIRAIR

The Fool is not numbered but instead is 0. This is a

very individualistic card that has a wealth of meaning

within a concept of understanding.

The Fool doesn't think about the consequences, he is

enjoying his day, the sun is shining and he is about to

start his journey.
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Taking that step is the first step of fulfilling what can be

and unless that step is taken, you will never know.

The fact that there is a little white dog barking at his

heels is no deterrent for he is oblivious to anything

other than his joy.

The potential risk at the edge of the cliff isn't even a

consideration (RWS Imagery).

I can recall when this card came up for me recently. I

was in fact oblivious to what was going on, due to

being totally unaware.

When I actually realized that I had missed something

happening around me, I felt pretty stupid.

It wasn't anything serious but it was important to me

and my over focus on other aspects of my life meant

that I missed this and thus I was given another insight

of the Fool.
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In another aspect the Fool is the innocence, that

feeling we had as children when we just didn't have

worries or need to think too much about things.

This is what The Fool suggests, that maybe it’s time to

do something you actually want to do for a change.

The Fool card will often show up at the start of a new

job, new beginnings, friendships.

It's a time when you have that feeling of excitement

internally and joy.

Yes there maybe be uncertainty and risk attached but

the planet Uranus is that thought provoking (AIR)

influence suggesting you go for it, be that rebel and

make the change in your life

How does this translate to a reading?

Within a read, for me, The Fool brings me

understanding of where the client is in relation to the

situation or advice.
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Its that carefree feeling, maybe they have started

something new and have all the excitement and joy at

the prospect.

Maybe it’s that feeling of joy for life because you have

a new start in some aspect of your life.

Or maybe the questioner has a dilemma and isn’t sure

what decision to make?

With The Fool as the outcome I would say it is highly

likely that I would advise to have faith and go for it.

Just to add a thought, have you ever considered that

the Fool never takes that next step, if he did, then he

would lose the potential that is all he is.

He is here to let us know that there are potentials and

possibilities, in everything we do.

What we make of the opportunities is what matters.
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TTTTHEHEHEHE FFFFOOLOOLOOLOOL RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: AIRAIRAIRAIR

If the Fool comes into your reading as a reversal then

look to surrounding cards to what the issue is.

It is possible that there is a block on the potential

within the situation. Maybe the potential opportunity is

going to be missed? It could be reflecting that the

opportunity is recognised but there is another factor

that is preventing moving forward with the potential.

Maybe the questioner is too cautious and fears the

unfamiliar. It could also be suggesting that rather than

a block, the card's insight is saying that there is too

much risk and more caution needs to be applied.

As an example: The Fool Rx and the Emperor.

The Fool could be restricted here by the Emperor who
likes everything the same and structured.

He will no doubt put a halt to the daydreaming of the

Fool.
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THETHETHETHE MAGICIANMAGICIANMAGICIANMAGICIAN IIII

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: AIRAIRAIRAIR

The Magician is a powerful card, once he is

understood and when his energy is realized and how

that energy can be used.

He stands with one arm up and one down

representing, ''as above, so below''

For me this symbolizes that we create what we will

and desire. If we will to achieve something, this can be

powerful so be mindful of what we are actually
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creating and what intent and purpose we use within

this process.

Further on the imagery, we have The Magician stood

by elements on his table .

These four elements represent the elements in Tarot

and as such can be looked upon as the 4 aces within

Tarot, each carry the energy of their element.

So what element is available for me to use to make

this situation how I want it?

Of course we are the medium for this, we are the

Magician and we can use any of the elements to

manifest our desires.The Magician, after all, is our will.

If we want to succeed, we just have to put our mind to

it, without the will or desire to achieve, we create

nothing for ourselves.

The Magician is associated with communication and

communication that will come quickly.
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He also can use his clever ways to achieve what he

wants, a magician who is a master of communication

shows all kinds of potentials!

He may come up in your reads as a bit of a smooth

talker who likes to get what he wants and will say

anything to achieve it.

If he is with the Knight of Wands or Cups, watch out,

you have been warned!

In medical reads, he could also come up as the doctor

so keep this in mind.

He reminds us to empower ourselves and create that

which we desire. So if this guy shows up within your

reading, look to the surrounding cards because he is

probably telling you that you have this if you want it
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TTTTHEHEHEHE MMMMAGICIANAGICIANAGICIANAGICIAN RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: AIRAIRAIRAIR
In the reversed position, the Magician bring us a

message of advice.

We must always be mindful to use our will and desire

for positive purpose. The Magician reversed, loses all

his elements off the table, they will not be on hand for

him to choose which one to use.

There is sometimes a temptation to use the strength of

our energy with negative intent.

I would see a reversal of this card as a warning to not

mis-use our skill and ability in this respect.

It could also suggest that there is another factor

blocking this energy and someone may not be in the

best frame of mind to be applying their energy to a

project. Maybe the questioner is not using the power

of this card to its full potential and they need to

consider its potential and recognise it.
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THETHETHETHE HIGHHIGHHIGHHIGH PRIESTESSPRIESTESSPRIESTESSPRIESTESS IIIIIIII

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: WATERWATERWATERWATER

The mysterious and secretive High Priestess

(originally known as The Pope-ss)

She gives away nothing easily, If it is her knowledge

you want then she will give but you must yield to the

process and trust. I love this aspect of her and how

she so quietly advises us with an all knowing

presence.
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She is the medium between us and the mysteries of

the un-conscience. She is the source of privelidged

knowledge that we can unlock if we dare to delve

deeper.

She is also the energy the Magician needs so he can

manifest.

He is our conscious will and the High Priestess is the

sub-conscious will.

Together we can manifest all that we desire.

The High Priestess promises to guide those who dare

to look beyond the veil within their own sub conscious

and delve within.

If she comes up in a reading there is a high possibility

that she is telling you that you can rely on your intuition

and right now you need to listen to it.

Her presence is a reminder to have faith and

confidence in your skills and trust your feeling.
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Look inwardly for the answers, trust yourself and the

High Priestess, then look beyond the veil into your

intuition for the truth

Surrounding cards will advise you but if you are

looking for advice as what to do in a situation and the

High Priestess comes up., it is likely that she is asking

you to do very little, maybe nothing at all even.

Her advice to remain quiet and do nothing, except be

still, may be all the action you need to take.

In effect, just go with the flow and let any urge to voice

your thoughts or feeling just pass you by. Watch the

situation to see how it unfolds.

I have followed this advice and it was very effective!

Also within your reads consider too that she

represents the childless woman for whatever reason

that may be.
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In a fertility reading her presence could be highlighting

an issue.

So if there is an issue in regards to this, she may come

into your reads.

In addition she also comes up for the secret girlfriend

that you didn’t know 'he' had.

On occasions, when she wants me to know something

and I will know that there is an aspect to this situation

that has a hidden element to it but it will be revealed in

time.

In regards to feelings for another, her presence can be

expressing a distant feel for the other person and one

that is deliberately detached.
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HIGHHIGHHIGHHIGH PRIESTESSPRIESTESSPRIESTESSPRIESTESS REVERSEDREVERSEDREVERSEDREVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: WATERWATERWATERWATER
The High Priestess reversed within your readings

could be highlighting a block with your intuition.

This could be due to several factors that cause this

such as feeling spiritually low or unwell.

It could also be suggesting that you are simply not

using your intuition to full effect, in this case you have

the ability to but you are not using or developing it.

The reversal could also be highlighting a mis use of

your ability and to be mindful to use them for good

purpose only.

Maybe she is telling you that something is being kept
hidden that is not ethically right. The two card
combination below gives an example of mis use of
skill.

TheTheTheThe HighHighHighHigh PriestessPriestessPriestessPriestess RxRxRxRx andandandand thethethethe 5555 ofofofof SwordsSwordsSwordsSwords, It
would be fair to say that insight is being withheld to

gain advantage''
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THETHETHETHE EMPRESSEMPRESSEMPRESSEMPRESS IIIIIIIIIIII

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: EARTHEARTHEARTHEARTH

The Empress Tarot card talks of abundance and

creation. She is the creative idea that is conceived and

the earthly mother.

The Empress is sometimes shown as pregnant to

show her association to fertility; she is all that is

sensual, beautiful and nurturing.
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It’s no surprise that in Tarot readings she shows up for

news of pregnancy and yet she can also represent the

older female too who cannot conceive.

The Rider-Waite-Smith imagery of the Empress shows

her sitting with water beneath her throne. I see this as

the life force, as if 'waters' have broken and she is

about to give birth to her creation.

Her influence can be present within this aspect of

ideas, plans, business, study, finances etc. Her energy

creates...she is the energy of 3.

Her presence will reassure you that now is the ideal
time move forward with an aspect of your life and
develop it.

The Empress is often a positive sight in reads

although in regards to feelings, she may appear as

quite a smothering partner, it can be said that she can

nurture a little too much!

As a mother, if this card showed as an issue, then she

may over spoil her offspring too.
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If the Magician is the will and the High Priestess is the

energy needed by the Magician to create then the

Empress is the result/the reality of the two

If she comes out as the outcome in a relationship
reading or ex relationship reading.

It tells me that the questioner needs to empower

themselves, like the Empress and love and nurture

herself more.

The Empress is very good at loving and caring for

everyone else but tends to forget about herself.

This in itself can present itself as an issue, especially

interelationships with those close in her life. Her need

for this nurturing can make her sensitive, more so.

She can also represent the 'other' woman in

relationship triangles.

I have seen her within my reads as an issue and is

often signifying as such.
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TTTTHEHEHEHE EEEEMPRESSMPRESSMPRESSMPRESS RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: EARTHEARTHEARTHEARTH
I cant help but feel that it is very unfortunate when the

Empress shows up as a reversal because this is such

a lovely card and it is a shame to not have the positive

qualities that are given with her.

My first thought would be as to why there is a block or

a negatively aspected issue.

The block could be that there is an issue of fertility that
is significantly affecting conception.

Surrounding cards would give more insight.

The reversal could be representing ill health or not

taking care of one self as well as one should be doing.

Additionally, someone may be overly nurturing to the

point of being 'smotheringly' too much.

The Empress's energy will benefit the questioner from

being unblocked so this would certainly be my focus in

the reading.
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THETHETHETHE EMPEROREMPEROREMPEROREMPEROR IVIVIVIV

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: AIRAIRAIRAIR

The Emperor, is one seriously controlled guy.

If he pops up in your reads it won’t take too much

deciphering as to why he is there.

The Emperor can bring stability to any situation which

is very in keeping with the 4's of Tarot.

There is no flexibility with The Emperor, Its his way or

the highway and he will make sure he gets everything

just as he wants it.
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Many people can relate to him as a father figure, I

imagine that the way he keeps discipline is by

remaining somewhat aloof. His expression is stern

and serious and even his clothes look commanding.

The Emperor is a ruler, If he turns up in a legal reading

his presence will be a strong indicator that the case

will be tried at court and decided by a judge who will

make the ruling decision.

In a relationship he can show a controlling partner or a

partner who has implemented rules within a

relationship to enable control.

With this may come less affection so the partner may

become a little distant.

That's not to say there isn’t love but you have to ask

yourself: Why would one person want to put

restrictions on another? He can be selfish in this way.

In general, the Emperor is very important and we do

need his structure in society otherwise there would be
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pure anarchy.The Emperor would bring a strong

foundation to almost any situation which is important in

many situations and aspects.

His drive and determination to apply and bring change

gives him the authority and respect that he expects.

Always look at the surrounding cards to show which

insight he is showing.

Within work he could be the controlling, overbearing

boss, within a relationship he could want everything

his way.

He may have good reason for his control but a little

letting go would do him no harm, being an Emperor

must be pretty stressful, after all.

TTTTHEHEHEHE EEEEMPERORMPERORMPERORMPEROR RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: AAAAIRIRIRIR

The Emperor is such a strong influencing card that to

see him in a reversed position must can only be very

significant.
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This guy brings often much needed stability and

structure but in reverse this stability will not be able to

establish itself.

As the Fire element is associated with this card, we

need to look at the blockage in the energy of the

Emperor.

Why is there a block on his influence?

Maybe the questioner is in need for this structure to his

life because he is so far outside of 'normal' society and

there is too much 'freedom' that allows him to act and

do as he wishes with no responsibility.

The reversal could show an abuse of authority or

reluctance to conform.

An example could be The Emperor Rx and 5 of

Pentacles, where the lack of structure is affecting the

questioners wellbeing and feels outcast from society.
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THETHETHETHE HIEROPHANTHIEROPHANTHIEROPHANTHIEROPHANT VVVV

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: EEEEARTHARTHARTHARTH

The Hierophant is one of those cards that have deeper

meaning than is often understood. Symbolically, The

Hierophant looks like a priest.

The best way to think of him is maybe more of a

spiritual leader. Tradition, religion and ceremonies are

often associated with the Hierophant.

The actual meaning of the 'Hierophant' is 'one who

teaches the Holy things' He could be someone
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represents tradition and wisdom...who you could go to

for advice or someone you know who likes to share his

wisdom and guide you.....

The Hierophant could also represent someone who is

at the head of an institution, school, hospital or

Church....

If this card turns up in your reads it could be

interpreted as the questioner needing to take a moral

stand or look at the traditional approach and do what is

the right thing to do.

It could also mean that the questioner could benefit

from some guidance. Of course he can traditionally

represent marriage with certain accompanying cards.

I would also add that with the association of Taurus

with the Hierophant, this could present itself as him

seeming to be strong willed and one who enforces his

tradition and structure on an individual.
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Within family cultures, this could certainly be the case,

many individuals find it very difficult to go against their

family culture and will take this path rather than the

one that would maybe fulfil them more.

I would imagine that if the card turns up for someone

who decides to take a traditional approach, then they

will not deter from this path.

This can be a restricting element within itself but in

another aspect it can be helpful to have this influence.

I see him very much as our moral conscience and

without that, it would be a crazy world!
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TTTTHEHEHEHE HHHHIEROPHANTIEROPHANTIEROPHANTIEROPHANT RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: EEEEARTHARTHARTHARTH

The Hierophant Reversed could represent that instead
of the right and moral thing being done, it will not be
done.

So if this is a matter of conscience then the individual
does not display or consider their conscience.

It would indicate within a 'out of the norm' relationship,
rather not stand by their custom and tradition they
instead follow their own desire and heart.

In whichever aspect of life where the Hierophant
comes up reversed to give advice ( he is a great guide)
then it would suggest that the individual isn't going to
take notice and even listen to the advice.

It could also suggest, mixing with the 'wrong' group of
people that will have negative effect on the individual.

In whichever aspect the Hierophant turns up reversed

it would certainly suggest the non traditional way or

route!
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THETHETHETHE LOVERSLOVERSLOVERSLOVERS VIVIVIVI

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: AIRAIRAIRAIR

In my understanding this card often refers to a choice

to be made and one that is balanced.

This choice will often be in regards to something that is

important to you.

We are faced with choices often in our life and to find

balance in how we make them is the art!
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Do we follow our heart or our head or can we balance

the two?

Quite often the decision, as may often refer to a choice

will probably involve some aspect of a sacrifice; giving

one thing up to choose another option.

If not associated with a relationship it can be in

question of a choice involving you personally.

Many of the Lovers card will show 3 people in the card

which can represent one person is making a choice

out of the other two. This can represent a love triangle

sometimes.

Naturally the Lovers card will also mean in the literal

sense and surrounding cards will confirm.

So this could mean that the questioner has someone

coming into his/her life and it could well be bringing

some passion in too.
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We should also remember that the Lovers is card 6

and this is a card of harmony too as are all the 6

numbered cards

The Gemini aspect of the card refers to the twin soul in

regards to one soul looking for its twin...its soul mate.

In this case, it can mean that we make our choice

based on something that we know will fulfil us

internally, it completes us as our twin would.

If this is a partner then wonderful, if it is a new home or

friendship etc, the same principle and influence will

apply.

Naturally, in some cases it will represent the love affair

and other cards that surround will confirm if it is as

such.

The element Air influences this card so it makes sense

really that this card represents logic and thought also.
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THETHETHETHE LOVERSLOVERSLOVERSLOVERS REVERSEDREVERSEDREVERSEDREVERSED
ELEMENT:AIRELEMENT:AIRELEMENT:AIRELEMENT:AIR

The Lovers reversed as a block could represent an
inability to carry out a balanced choice on
something/someone who is important to you.

Maybe there is an issue preventing this choice being
made because simply the decision is too difficult.

Maybe the opportunity to actually have the choice has
passed by and now it is too late.

Upright, The Lovers can represent finding the person
who completes us, maybe it isn't possible to achieve
this.

There could be childhood issues preventing a
relationship or personal issues that prevent seeing the
potential of a fulfilling relationship.

The Devil and The Lovers Rx could represent this?

I would certainly see this as an imbalance so this
card's qualities are not able to be enjoyed or
appreciated.
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THETHETHETHE CHARIOTCHARIOTCHARIOTCHARIOT VIIVIIVIIVII

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: WATERWATERWATERWATER

The Chariot is often seen as a card of victory, a battle

that can be won.

The battle is one with challenges and obstacles but

one which nevertheless can be won, willpower wins

the day.

The charioteer is the driving force and will normally

represent the questioner.
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It can be explained to him/her that they can overcome

this challenge that is being presented in their life by

taking control and driving this forward in the direction

that they want.

On the card we can see that there is a black sphinx

and a white one.

This is to represent the client bringing two elements

within this situation together who were pulling away

from each other and thus taking control and pushing

forward with motivation.

This is executed with control over the emotions and

single minded drive, determination and confidence.

This can be so driven and controlled that it can almost

seem ruthless!

When you see the Chariot within a reading, you know

that there will be some aspect of a challenge. This

challenge will have often led on from the choice made

in the Lovers and now its time to take action.
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This is often a passionately driven motivation,

especially as we have the water element influencing

here but the message is not to act on impulse.

Controlling the emotions will better serve the situation.

Within the imagery, we see no physical movement, for

me this emphasizes the importance of this being a

very internal movement.

It will bring movement to situations but more so from

the mindset of the individual that brings change and

progress.

In regards to our own development, this card will

promote ones own growth and strength to deal with life

challenges that come our way.
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TTTTHEHEHEHE CCCCHARIOTHARIOTHARIOTHARIOT RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: WATERWATERWATERWATER
The Chariot reversed will be a block that ideally needs

to be fixed as this is a powerful card and the issue at

hand must need this energy.

So why would it be reversed and can you imagine how

the card's energy would be replaced?

Looking at the card in one aspect the reversal could

suggest that the control was not maintained, the

Chariot went of course and upturned.

This could be saying that the emotional control was

not maintained. The challenge that is in the

questioners life could be overcome, providing control

was there and it was lost unfortunately.

Another aspect could be looking at the two conflicting

aspects just could not be kept in line to move forward

at all.
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This would stop movement with the Chariot so how

could this show within a reading?

The Chariot Rx and the Moon

The emotional aspect of the Moon and the fact that it

obscures our vision could have affected the Chariot's

path.

The questioner could not see their way forward due to

lack of clarity, control and lost confidence in keeping

everything together.
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STRENGTHSTRENGTHSTRENGTHSTRENGTH VIIIVIIIVIIIVIII

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: FIREFIREFIREFIRE

Strength is a card that comes with a wealth of good

advice. The card doesn’t talk about physical or mighty

strength but instead talks of internal strength...

When we are faced with situations that test and

challenge us, we can better use our own resources

and use our inner strength.

This strength is the testimony of our character.
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It also shows that often we have experienced and

endured challenge in our life and it is that very

challenge that has made us stronger.

The Strength card shows this in the imagery of the

maiden closing the lion's mouth and the lion is willing

to let her....

If we are dealing with a difficult partner in a

relationship or someone close to us in our life,

Strength advises us to be the maiden and lead the lion

to a better way and this controls the lion's fierceness.

By showing compassion and love/kindness we can

'mellow' out a situation or person's temper. It then

gives us the control and strength too.

We all have internal fears at times and Strength is

what calms those fears within.

This card can often turn up when we or the client is

going through difficult times...
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It’s the universes way of letting them know that they

are helping and that they will find that inner strength

that comes from within to deal with whatever

comes....a quiet and admirable strength.

We can learn to control our inner desires and harness

those urges within so we don't succumb to external

indulgences, this is often referred to as willpower and

this shows great strength.

Exercising the energy of this card can bring forward

positive influence in our life and the opporunity for our

own personal growth too.
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SSSSTRENGTHTRENGTHTRENGTHTRENGTH RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: FIREFIREFIREFIRE
Strength reversed can give insight that the questioner
may be finding it difficult to use their inner resources to
deal with a situation in their life.

It takes a degree of control to exert the strength of
spirit that helps us deal with certain troublesome
aspects of our life.

If we fail to stay in control we become to fearsome and
we allow ourselves to let it take too much toll on us
mentally and physically.

Strength allows us to maintain control over our
weakness's so in a reversal the card could be saying
that we are not allowing this and our indulgences take
over.

This could be detrimental to our welfare and our
relationships even.

As an example:

5 of Pentacles and Strength Rx can show that the
struggle is not bein coped with in the 5 of Pentacles.

It has an adverse affect on the health and this
escalates because the Strength card is in reversal.
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THETHETHETHE HERMITHERMITHERMITHERMIT IXIXIXIX

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: EARTHEARTHEARTHEARTH

The Hermit represents the lessons that we learn in life.

His learning came from his retreat into his comfort

zone and process his understanding and then return

back to the World to share his knowledge, continuing

his journey.

This refers to the process of learning in regards to the

Hermit. Taking time out to search for the answers and
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for deeper understanding, promotes our opportunity

for learning.

The Hermit can be described as the lesson itself.

If The Hermit comes up in your reads it is possible that

you or your questioner is looking for insight and

guidance...or it could be that they too are at the point

of learning.

They are best advised to take some quiet time where

they can think and clear some of the confusion from

their thoughts.

This way they become enlightened as light shines on

the issue and give them understanding...

The Hermit could also be a person who gives this

guidance and helps others with his wisdom.

So this could be another aspect of your reads....

For me, the Hermit must be heard internally for true

enlightenment.
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If I have had this card come up in readings I will advise

the questioner to consider looking differently at their

current issues.

Imagine they are upturning stones to see what they

need to, quite often the person has been so closed off

and not quite in touch with friends/family etc that their

perspective is different.

We can be guided externally but I still believe that we

need to see what has been obscured from our view in

the dark with the help from the Hermit’s light...
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TTTTHEHEHEHE HHHHERMITERMITERMITERMIT RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: EARTHEARTHEARTHEARTH

A block on the Hermit's energy would be a challenge
for an individual as they are not seeing or seeking the
way forward.

They are losing this aspect of their spirituality that
enables them to step back mentally and take the time
out to learn the valuable lesson that they need and
gain enlightenment.

It would be very difficult to see the Hermit's lamp
shining on anything if the questioner isnt even seeking
to know what the issue is.

A reversal could also represent taking the time out to
literally retreat and seclude oneself which is not ideal.

Surrounding cards will advise in which insight is
relevant to the reading.

As an example:

The Hermit Rx and the Moon would show a lack being
able to seek the answers the questioner looks for due
to not seeing clearly, the lantern isn't even used.
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WHEELWHEELWHEELWHEEL OFOFOFOF FORTUNEFORTUNEFORTUNEFORTUNE XXXX

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: FIREFIREFIREFIRE

The Wheel of Fortune is an interesting card.

It brings the unexpected sometimes good and

sometimes not so good, depending on your current

position.

One thing the Wheel of Fortune does bring is change

and in many cases this will be positive.

If the Wheel has been turned down then it will next

turn upwards and bring a better period with it.
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On the other hand if a certain situation has going well

for you, there is a possibility that the wheel may not

turn in favor...it’s a wait and find out scenario with this

card.

The W.O.F is known for the luck it can bring...If you

have a reading and the Wheel comes out then you can

bet that the wheels of fate are already set in motion.

Words associated with the W.O.F are destiny, fortune,

success, elevation, luck and felicity...

Symbols: In each corner of the card there is a winged

creature, representing the symbols of the four

Evangelists (The Lion, the Ox, the Man and the Eagle)

which represent: Leo, Taurus, Aquarius and Scorpio.

A representation of the god Anubis is rising with the

wheel on the right side and the snake-like Typhon

descends on the left.

On the Wheel itself the letters T-A-R-O are the

Hebrew letters ,י-ה-ו-ה usually transliterated as YHWH
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(Yahweh), the name of the God of Israel. When the

WOF turns up, especially as an outcome, it can be

quite tricky to actually predict what may be coming up.

The universe simply don't want to share everything

with us although in many situations, if you have been

having a rough ride, it will indicate a better time

coming up.

This works the other way round too.
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WWWWHEELHEELHEELHEEL OFOFOFOF FFFFORTUNEORTUNEORTUNEORTUNE RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: FIREFIREFIREFIRE

TTTTHEHEHEHE WWWWHEELHEELHEELHEEL OFOFOFOF FFFFORTUNEORTUNEORTUNEORTUNE REVERSEDREVERSEDREVERSEDREVERSED ISISISIS EITHEREITHEREITHEREITHER AAAA
BLOCKAGEBLOCKAGEBLOCKAGEBLOCKAGE ANDANDANDAND RESISTANTRESISTANTRESISTANTRESISTANT TOTOTOTO THETHETHETHE CHANGESCHANGESCHANGESCHANGES THATTHATTHATTHAT
AREAREAREARE BEINGBEINGBEINGBEING IMPOSEDIMPOSEDIMPOSEDIMPOSED UPONUPONUPONUPON YOUYOUYOUYOU OROROROR AREAREAREARE SIMPLYSIMPLYSIMPLYSIMPLY AAAA
STRAIGHTSTRAIGHTSTRAIGHTSTRAIGHT REVERSALREVERSALREVERSALREVERSAL....

If you are hoping for a positive outcome in a situation

then the Wheel reversed will not be a hopeful sign, it

looks like the odds are against it.

For some it may be that they may meet misfortune but

as with the Wheel, one minute it is up and the next it is

down.

If changes come in for you with the WOF, it is a case

of dealing with them , the best possible way.

If this card comes up for your questioner then prepare

them for some change coming up but not to be too

resistant to that change.

Let the natural flow take its course.
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JUSTICE XI
EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: AIRAIRAIRAIR

Justice is a powerful card.

It talks of truth, balance and fairness in situations and
decisions and that in rulings, the decision will be fair to
all concerned.

When Justice is within a reading, the right thing will be
done.

Justice is a card that is often associated with court
cases and the outcome will be seen as positive if
Justice is the outcome.

That is, if it is deserved so because Justice gives
exactly what is balanced and fair.
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Justice is also about Karma.

You can be assured that you can leave it up to the

universe if Justice is around.

As shows symbolically on the card, the sword of

justice is held in her right hand.

This represents accountability and that there is

consequence to actions.

In the other hand is the scales of Justice, these are

symbols of weighing the situation up.

Looking at everything equally on both sides and

reaching a fair decision.

In the case of relationships, Justice can show that the

relationship may not work out, there is a period of

assessment whilst a decision is being made.
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JJJJUSTICEUSTICEUSTICEUSTICE RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: AAAAIRIRIRIR

Justice reversed shows an issue of injustice will have
been carried out.

Upright Justice shows that the fair and just thing will be
done so reversed will show that something has not
been fair and just.

I have seen this card reversed when there is a legal
issue and the questioner is the victim of unfair
practice.

Justice reversed as a legal outcome will show that
Justice will not be fair and balanced.

With the upside down scales in the card's reversed
position it becomes not possible to weigh and balance
the fairness.

It will depend on the position of the card in the spread
as to where the issue will be.

But this is an influencing card that is quite strong so it
isn't easy to unblock as such but guidance can be
given for direction on the best way forward.
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THETHETHETHE HANGEDHANGEDHANGEDHANGED MANMANMANMAN XIIXIIXIIXII

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: WWWWATERATERATERATER

The Hanged Man is a card that talks of changes in

perspectives, sacrifice and suspension.

Nothing will change quickly because this is a process

that cant be rushed.

It is often described as a spiritual card and I believe

this is the case because this card brings learning and

new understanding and from challenges and thought

processes.
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The Hanged Man hangs upside down as he is looking

at the world from a different perspective and this is

what happens. It’s like a holding period whilst learning

takes place. Perceptions will be challenged.

Often the best course of action is no action at this

point.

For me, if I see this card, I know that there may be an

unhappy situation and that the querent is giving

something up for the greater good. He/she knows that

an aspect of the situation is not serving their higher

good.

The general theme of the Hanged Man is one of Soul

development which will come from the internal

learning.

Within a reading, the Hanged Man will indicate that

there will be a period of waiting whilst a new

perspective is being reached.

This is not a quick process in regards to timing.
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HHHHANGEDANGEDANGEDANGED MMMMANANANAN RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: WWWWATERATERATERATER

The Hanged Man really is one of those cards that I

would prefer not to see in a reversed position

especially as this card normally offers significant soul

progress.

In a reversal, the Hanged Man would not offer the

opportunity for learning. If this is a block.

It may be that the questioner is not ready to surrender

to the process and allow the new perspective to be

developed.

This could mean that the person stays in the same

place with the same issues and do not learn what they

need to.

I would see this as a block especially as the Hanged

Man upright shows a voluntary change of view and

looking at something completely differently.
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The way to unblock this would be for the questioner to

realize the importance of this process and the potential

that they can achieve.

Cards will, of course, advise.
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DEATH XIII
EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: WATERWATERWATERWATER

Death actually refers more to endings and changes,

transformation from one phase to another.

In some cases this card and the changes it brings are

welcomed because the change is definitely needed.

Often positive change comes with this card but we

need to embrace that change.
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The card talks of transformation and rebirth, letting go

of what is no longer needed in your life and with this a

fresh start, a new phase can come in.

Within my relationship readings, if I see this card it’s a

very good indication that there is an almost certain

holding on to a relationship that no longer is good for

them.

With this there will no doubt be a time of grief but a

better time will be ahead.

Quite often, Death shows that there is an unhappy

situation that has gone past it’s time and the time is for

change and an end to the present cycle that the

questioner is dealing with.

If I see the card in within a reading, I am confident that

there will be a significant end of phase and letting go.

This will not be an easy time for the questioner but

reassurance can be given that within the cycle of

endings there is something better ahead.
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DDDDEATHEATHEATHEATH RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: WATERWATERWATERWATER

Death reversed shows a reluctance in accepting the
letting go that would be necessary in the upright Death
card.

Death, the end of phase, will happen anyway but
being reluctant to accept will cause a block of energy.

This in turn will mean that the new phase cannot come
in for the questioner.

The transformation will take longer and the process
will be more difficult to endure.

The reversal would cause the rider within the card to
fall from his horse this would prevent the
transformation.

Ideally, the end of whichever situation is occurring
needs to happen as the Death card often signifies
unhappy situations are afoot.

The grief is never pleasant to go through but it does
not last forever.
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TEMPERANCETEMPERANCETEMPERANCETEMPERANCE XIVXIVXIVXIV

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: FFFFIREIREIREIRE

This is always a positive card with great guidance for

the questioner. On the downside the fact that it turns

up in a reading does show some issues that the

questioner is experiencing.

Temperance asks us to 'temper' that which we are

obsessing over or indulging in.
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It may be that we are going to the extreme with

something.

Temperance reminds us that all things are better

served in moderation.

Symbolically on the card we see the Angel is pouring

water from one cup to the other expressing the

balance between two sides.

This is what Temperance asks us to do be able to see

from both points of view, don’t be unbiased.

The Angel is wearing on the long flowing gown with a

triangle to the chest area which stands for healing.

The Angel is actually a hermaphrodite (both male and

female) this expresses the balance that is between

male and female.

Temperance also signifies blending two things to

make a third.
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As the card shows adding some water to the fire

tempers the fire and makes something much more

manageable.

If the Devil card comes up, this would be a great card

to have in its presence!

One of my decks: The Tarot of the Sevenfold Mystery

shows Temperance pouring water onto the flames of

appetite.

This was such a simplistic and logical way to express

Temperance.
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TTTTEMPERANCEEMPERANCEEMPERANCEEMPERANCE RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: FIREFIREFIREFIRE
Temperance reversed would show a certain degree of

inability to 'temper' what would be good for us.

An indulgence into extremes without any concern for

ones own welfare or anyone else's would be pretty

reckless but this is the potential.

Temperance travels a long road to get to the wise

place where she is now but the person who blocks

Temperance is deterring from the best path for them.

It could also represent refusing to be fair in any way

and continue to be selfish, stubborn or egotistical, just

because they prefer that way.

In the respect of healing, it could show that someone

is allowing this process to take place.

It would be important to look closely at the cards

surrounding to see why the block is there and then

offer guidance.
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THETHETHETHE DEVILDEVILDEVILDEVIL XVXVXVXV

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: EARTHEARTHEARTHEARTH

The Devil card turns up when there is highly likely to

be issue with obsessions, indulgence whether that be

emotional or sex even.

Everything with addictive elements to it, actual drug

addiction or alcohol anything in its extremes.

When representing a person in a reading, the Devil is

someone powerful and manipulative.
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Often they lie to get what they want and can often

represent someone who is cheating on a partner.

Physical and emotional abuse can be present with

this card also.

The important thing to point out with this card is that

the Devil does not hold the subject without choice.

The person who is victim to the restraints of this card

is there by choice.

Within relationships this card can represent two

people who are chained together in a relationship or

ex relationship.

They choose to stay that way regardless of unhappy it

makes them.

One important aspect of the bondage to the Devil and

it’s addiction to the negative is that there is choice in

this.
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The bonds are not physical but the choice is to stay

there, however unhealthy it may be.

Often karmic relationships will show appearance of the

Devil.

It can also represent narcissism and/or lying.
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DDDDEVILEVILEVILEVIL RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: EARTHEARTHEARTHEARTH
The Devil reversed can be a welcome sight for a

reader for he/she will see that the effects of the Devil is

less in reverse.

The Devil cannot keep control to the same extent from

this position.

If the surrounding cards indicate there are issues of

indulgence or any form of abuse then the questioner

can be advised that this will be a good time to free

themselves completely.

Of course his presence says that there is still issue

there but it is not as strong at at least.

The structure and hold that has been so strongly

present has no foundation and as such will fall apart.
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The reversal could also represent beating an

obsession or catching out a liar and not falling for the

attempt of the other person to get away.

Also this could literally mean that you manage to 'turn

around' a potentially negative situation and come out

on the better side.
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THETHETHETHE TOWERTOWERTOWERTOWER XVIXVIXVIXVI

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: AIRAIRAIRAIR

Sometimes in life we find ourselves in circumstances,

situations that test us, tests our belief system and the

very foundation of the infrastructure that forms the

support system within our life.

The Tower shakes this up and can disrupt any area of

your life, bringing truths that cause upset in varying

degrees.
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But it often brings the truths unexpectedly, without

warning. You won’t really see this one coming!

This is probably why there is such a shock that comes

with this because it actually is a shock and totally

unexpected.

Sure it is unwelcomed but it is needed, no one wants

to be faced with the devastation of realizing that

something is not as they believed.

Much better to know and then you can change this

aspect of your life.

No one wants any aspect of their life to be built on lies

so THE TOWER will rid something from your life that

you are better not having!

This card stalked me during a period of time when I

was in a relationship in my past. It seemed to be a

great relationship but beneath the strong exterior it

was weak with no grounding because on his part his

true situation was built on lies.
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The truth was presented to me in a much unexpected

manner and I was hugely shocked.

“A bolt out of the blue like lightening from the sky”

Looking back now, it was a relief I found out that he

was a liar and manipulator; it saved me further grief

down the road.

So....In time you may well see this as a blessing from

the Gods!

All you can do if this card comes up in a reading for a

client is look for the guidance within the reading.

Look at the cards surrounding this card so you can see

which area of life is likely to be affected and how.

Often the card before the Tower can indicate where

the questioner can expect the disruption.

At least this is a “heads up” but do let the questioner

know that after this period...balance can be restored.
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TTTTOWEROWEROWEROWER RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: FIREFIREFIREFIRE

The Tower is a significantly powerful card that often
brings about swift and upsetting change.

In reversal the change is not felt quite the same but on
the other hand, the benefits of the 'clearing' do not
occur quite the same either.

The unexpected does not happen so the truth of the
situation, the shocking realization does not become
known.

The problem with this is that the Tower with its hidden
truth remains and so does the problem.

The upset and stress may well be avoided but is this
the best thing?

The effects of the Tower is dynamic often but not
always and I have found that a better time is ahead for
the individual.

If a block comes up for the Tower, it would be a good
idea to ask for clarity and guidance for the client on the
best way forward for them.
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THETHETHETHE STARSTARSTARSTAR XVIIXVIIXVIIXVII

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: AIRAIRAIRAIR

The STAR is always a welcome site within any Tarot

reading and how perfect that it is positioned after The

Tower

I am sure the positive sight of this card will be

appreciated especially as it is highly likely that the

client has endured recent difficulties.
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It is important to keep in mind that The Star does not

bring instant results.There will be some time to wait to

see the benefits of this card but they will come and

things will get better but patience is needed.

The STAR is the light at the of the tunnel, asking you

to journey forward, and keep your focus on the hope.

It’s often the case that people who have suffered and

deal with life's harsh side become stronger. The Star is

evident of this and more so as it is closely associated

with the Strength card.

In regards to Numerology the Star shares the number

8 so change for the better, renewal and strength offer

a more harmonious period ahead.

I often think of The Star as a spiritual card as imaged

within the card, after all the star is associated to the

Devine.
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The naked female pours water on the earth, enriching

and nourishing. The earth represents the physical and

that which is enriched from the waters of hope.

She continues to pour her water into the pool,

renewing the spirit and replenishing the soul.

Another meaning of The Star can be that if you are

hoping your ex still thinks of you and this card pops up

then it more than likely means that there is only a

distant hope!

Same for 'will we get back together' I would say

another distant hope!
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TTTTHEHEHEHE SSSSTARTARTARTAR RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: AIRAIRAIRAIR
The Star reversed is a very unfortunate sight because
in upright it is often a much needed influence for the
individual who is having the Tarot reading.

We can be quite confident that the presence of this
card will be signifying a period that has been
challenging or hurtful.

From this, there is healing needed.

The reversed Star shows that the healing cannot occur
as it is being quite possibly blocked by the person
themselves in some way.

It can also represent someone who has lost hope of
things getting better for them.

They accept that it cant get better and thus, are not
acknowledging that they must not give up, healing
takes time so patience is required.

More often than not, surrounding cards will highlight

an issue and you can advise the client.
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TTTTHEHEHEHE MMMMOONOONOONOON XVIIIXVIIIXVIIIXVIII

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: WATERWATERWATERWATER

The Moon Tarot Card, I always feel the mystery in this

card, I find it interesting.

The problem with the Moon is that it sheds little light

on things.

You may already have some doubts on an situation

but you just can’t see clearly. The light of The Moon

tends to cast a faint shadow and everything looks so

different than it does in the daylight.
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You know that feeling when you know there is

something wrong but you just can’t seem to see it

clearly or figure it out.

The Moon’s appearance will act as a confirmation of

your fears.

If you look at the symbolism of the Moon card, the

crayfish, I see as the questioner.

He wants to go past the dogs; they represent his fears

and the reality of the situation.

Ignorance isn’t quite bliss so he wants to pass and

travel the path beyond the Moon because he can see

the Sun behind.

The Crayfish knows that once there he will be able to

see clearly and the Sun offers promise of a better time

ahead.

The difficulty with this is it can mean looking at the

truth for what it is and facing the reality of the situation.
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The Moon is also an emotional card, it affects the

tides...the ebbs and flows in our emotions..

Of course the Moon can be romantic but can also

show secret affairs.

An aspect of this card is also that it's understanding

follows a pattern from the Tower and progresses

through the Majors.

It terms of those difficult periods in life, the Moon can

signify the journey is almost done, you need faith to

continue to a better emotional period as it is in sight.

Watch out for it with the 7 of Cups for significant

disillusion.
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TTTTHEHEHEHE MMMMOONOONOONOON RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: WATERWATERWATERWATER
The Moon reversed is an indication that your intuition

and feeling is not being acknowledged.

The Moon upright asks us to listen to our instincts and

hunches but in reversal, this is not happening.

The reversal could indicate fear of moving forward to

the degree of the mental state of the individual

becoming affected.

Once the block is realized it can be dealt with as

sometimes there can be signs of depression also in

the reversal.

The reversed Moon could also represent negative

cycles of behavior.

Look for cards such as Judgement as the advice will

be for the client to let go of these negative patterns.
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THETHETHETHE SUNSUNSUNSUN XIXXIXXIXXIX

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: FIREFIREFIREFIRE

The Sun card is one of the Majors that most people

love to see turn up in their readings.

It is enlightening and positive, a very welcome site

after troubles and situations that have led to soul

searching.

As one card it brings a YES to to questions
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If this card turns up in a response to a specific

question with other cards you need to consider that

another aspect of the Sun is that it sheds Light onto

other cards.

This may be highlighting an issue that you didn’t

consider or an aspect that you struggled to pick up on.

There is a danger with this card that it is only seen in

the positive but the positive may be seeing something

you had not considered previously.

The SUN can represent ego, I have had this card turn

up with the 6 of Wands for a relationship factor.

It has also turned up as an issue where one person

within a relationship wanted more space from the

other.

On the card itself, symbolically, it can represent joy

and happiness or even a new dawn after a difficult

period.
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Consider also the child on the horse...'As above so

below' reminding us of the creative element to this

cards energy.

The Sun is the card of enlightenment, it sheds light

onto situations for us, especially after periods where

this has been a difficulty.

With many of the cards the Sun has a positive effect

on, cards like the 5 of Cups as it shows that the feeling

of loss and regret will not be as significant as usual.

It is very appropriate and apt that this card follows the

Moon in the Major Arcana.

The Sun is promised once the Moon is passed.
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TTTTHEHEHEHE SSSSUNUNUNUN RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: FIREFIREFIREFIRE
This is such an important card upright with so many

positive aspects that in reversal it is very unfortunate

to see.

In reverse the Sun will still have some influence but

not the full effect.

There may be a block on the light shining down onto a

situation so enlightenment is restricted.

This could be due to just simply not seeing the facts in

front or keeping themself in the dark due to fear of

knowing the truth.

It could be that the full strength of the Sun can be felt

on the other cards and therefor a situation as it is

being blocked for some reason.

It could be a potential sign of feeling low spiritually.
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JUDGEMENTJUDGEMENTJUDGEMENTJUDGEMENT XXXXXXXX

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: FIREFIREFIREFIRE

I always feel the importance of the message when I

see this Major appear.This card calls for the person

you are reading for to make a decision.

This can mean forgiving themselves and letting go of

the past or forgiving another person from their past,

either way it promises the opportunity of rejuvenation.
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The questioner may be holding on to a situation or

relationship that is no longer good for them.

Judgement will tell them it’s time to let go and move

on...

Sometimes we hold on to things because they are

familiar even when we really should make changes in

our life, Judgement asks for this to be done.

This card can also show a time when there may be a

change of job to start something new, maybe a calling

or vocational, a complete change.

If it comes up in a relationship read, it is highly likely

saying that it’s time to make a decision on the

relationship.

Some aspect of the relationship isn’t good for you.

This card can also show a time in hospital after illness

or an accident.
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This card came up recently in regards to a pregnancy

and there looked to be some issues at the birth. There

was a period of time where the baby stayed in special

care whilst getting stronger...as he was a low birth

rate.

Importantly though, for the individual this card calls on

you to make that decision for yourself.

However much you may not want to or believe to

yourself that there isn’t an issue, there in fact is so it’s

time to deal with it!

A rebirth awaits you!
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JJJJUDGEMENTUDGEMENTUDGEMENTUDGEMENT RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT:ELEMENT: FIREFIREFIREFIRE
Judgement is a strong and powerful card without a

doubt and in reversal will hold significance of an

equally strong message.

If it is a block, it could be due to not letting go of a

negative situation and this then leads to the

opportunity of the new lease of life being prevented.

On the other hand it could be strictly in reversal and

this could indicate that the person will be literally

judged and the consequence of ones actions are

assessed.

The judgement does not give the new lease of life but

instead it dishes out a punishment that is befitting to

the actions of the individual.

I have seen this for a legal case where a crime was

committed.
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THETHETHETHE WORLDWORLDWORLDWORLD XXIXXIXXIXXI

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: AIRAIRAIRAIR

The World, the final major arcana card, this card often

refers to completion of a stage.

It can be the final stage of a relationship that offers

completion with all lessons learnt and balance

restored.

On the other hand it can represent the end of a

relationship but not without learning and balance

which is the theme of this card.
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Often when this card shows up it will signify that there

has been a soul lesson learnt and that circle of

learning is complete.

A sense of satisfaction can be felt when the World

shows up. You know a situation that may have has it’s

own challenges in the complete of one stage and then

progressing to another level.

Symbolically the World features a naked dancer

watched on by a human head representing Aquarius,

the lion represents Leo, and the ox represents Taurus

and the eagle Scorpio.

The fixed signs in astrology - which can correlate to

the four corners of the earth, the four elements.

She has her leg positioned the same as the Hanged

man but of course she isn't upside down so her

perspective within the situation she represents is

balanced that is harmonious.
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Within readings, The World can represent an end of a

phase and a cycle to a new one but also it associates

with Travel.

For feelings it can be completion or it could mean that

the world is what they think of the other person.

Surrounding cards will clarify.
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TTTTHEHEHEHE WWWWORLDORLDORLDORLD RRRREVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSEDEVERSED

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: EARTHEARTHEARTHEARTH

The World card reversed could be showing that there

is a block on a situation coming to the end of its phase.

In the case of lessons, it could mean that there is a

hold on this progressing due to a delay in some aspect

of the situation so closure isnt possible.

Sometimes people reach the end of a situation in the

lives and for some reason that do not progress onto

the next stage of their life.

This could be due to many reasons and surrounding

cards will show.

Balance is not restored if the World is in a reversal or it

could be travel that is significantly delayed due to

unforeseen circumstances.
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THETHETHETHE MINORMINORMINORMINOR ARCANAARCANAARCANAARCANA

TTTTHEHEHEHE SSSSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS

Element: Air

AAAACECECECE OFOFOFOF SSSSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS

The Ace of Swords is a powerful Ace in regards to it’s

potential. When I see this card I know that there is

clear thinking prevailing.

If you imagine the high stresses in life and the higher

numbered swords you can see the effects of lack of

clarity.

This card cuts through all of this. When it appears you

can be confident that any confusion or clouded

judgement will clear.

I have found that from this card appearing, often action

is taken, maybe the sudden realization brings forth

some sorting out to do whether within a relationship,

work or otherwise.
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It’s a very individual card that really doesn’t need the

company so much of other cards to support it. It has its

own action and its own power, within its own right.

When I have been given this card in a reading for

myself it’s especially sharp and final but that’s more so

because of my outlook.

I’m a dreamer and an idealist so I think the reality that

this card brings is more final and more definite than for

someone who is logically minded.
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TTTTWOWOWOWO OFOFOFOF SSSSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS

The 2 of Swords brings duality of the heart and the

mind, the emotion and thought. We can see the lady

sits blind folded and swords crossed at her chest.

It’s almost a stalemate between the two; do I listen to

my head or my heart? At this point she isn’t sure so no

decision is made as yet.

It’s almost like saying “I’m not sure so I’m doing

nothing just yet' The High Priestess is linked with the

2's so this is the ideal advice that she would give in a

situation.

The 2 of Swords is a very internal process and when it

turns up in a reading it may suggest that the subject

does not yet know how they want to view the situation

or they don't want to address it just yet.

Maybe she is protecting herself from inevitable hurt,

the 3 of Swords is next along and I’m sure she may try
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to avoid this if possible...After all she is using the

swords to protect her heart.

The blindfold is helping her to not take any active view

on the issue....When the time is right, a decision will no

doubt be reached.

Notice how her feet and swords turn outward on the

Rider Waite Smith symbolism, each in a different

direction; this would maybe suggest that this could yet

go either way, at this point.
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The 3 of Swords
The 3 of Swords shows a heart pierced by 3 swords, 2

swords crossed through the heart and one straight

down the middle.

This card represents hurt from a verbal aspect.

'Words can never hurt you' is the saying but in the

case of the 3 of Swords, they can and do hurt. There is

no protection for the questioner here, the two crossed

swords in the 2 of Swords no longer protect and the

Ace of Swords looks to bring the final truth and blow

that causes the hurt.

The hurt that is felt with this card is deep but thankfully

not long lasting, you will get over it and then move on

to the 4 of swords where you protect and recover.

Maybe there has been a denial or lack of accepting

what we feel the truth may be or we just dont want to

see it. Unfortunately the 3 of Swords will deliver the

truth of the matter, loud and clear.
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Although this is not a welcome card, it is movement

from the twos and it may be that the situation around

this card needs to be passed so we can move on from

a not so great place.

You will notice that there is no figure in the card, this is

all about the communication and how the individual is

affected through the power of communication.

The 3 associates with the Empress and you may

wonder how to connect creativity to this un welcomed

card.The two swords show the situation could have

gone one way or another, there was an aspect of

indecision.

Maybe this uncertainty was more refusing to accept

something but then 3rd Sword brings the realism and

finality and combines with the 2 Swords to create the

hurt.
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4444 OFOFOFOF SSSSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS

In the 4 of Swords, we see a figure resting on what

looks like a tomb. There are 3 swords looming above

him, the 3 of Swords is no doubt on his mind still.

He has come to the point of self-protection and this

can be achieved by gaining clarity and understanding

of the situation. Naturally, he fears those 3 hovering

swords coming down onto him and he still feels the

effects from them previously.

The 4th sword is below him and looks firmly integral to

the structure he uses as his place of rest.

The vibrant yellow represents which contrasts against

the gray shows the use of intellect to achieve his state

of understanding and wisdom.

We can see that the yellow covers both him and his

tomb therefor the ‘time out' aspect of this card is

important to the process.
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The clarity that can be achieved with this 'Ace' that lies

with him will be his mental and emotional protection

and the foundation of his self-protection from further

hurt. His higher understanding will be his guard.

If this card comes up in readings, for me it often refers

to a time when I or the client needs that mental space

to gather their thoughts and develop some peace,

acceptance and wisdom. It’s a mental re-charge.

Just to add, the fours associate with the Emperor of

the Majors. We can understand why this card has no

movement and is more associated with foundation

laying and stability.
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5555 OFOFOFOF SSSSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS

The 5 of Swords represents mental competitive

conflicts where one of two people wants to win the

upper hand over the other.

For whatever motivation is involved, they want to

succeed in winning. This is an intellectual situation but

with an emotional aspect to it.

I get the feeling with this card that the battle weary

component chooses to give up his arms as the

negative element has worn on him emotionally. The

victor is left picking up and swords that are thrown

down and looks happy with himself and his

achievements but he is alone. There is no celebration

of his efforts and no one cheers him on as in the 6 of

Wands.

The red on the clothing of the victor, tells me that it is

he who took the action, red represents the element

Fire, for action, passion and drive.
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This is important to him, the two swords on the floor

reminds me of the 7 of Swords, where two Swords are

left behind and 5 are taken.

In each card the two Swords are not collected, maybe

what he doesn’t realize is that his opponent will only

back off from him in the future and protect themself

with the two that are left behind.

This then brings us to the 2 of Swords where a

stalemate is reached.

This card speaks of empty victories and is also

associated with the Hierophant who advises us to do

take the moral stand and do the right thing. In respect

of this I can see how the person who gives up his arms

has the potential of learning wisdom from this

situation.
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6 of Swords
The 6 of Swords brings the comfort and reassurance

of more peace of mind.

I always feel that the person in the boat is being

helped and guided through this.

They still feel the effects of the 5 of Swords and have

sought a much needed mental rest that takes them

away from the situation.

This is a card of movement, so mentally you are not

choosing to stay within this environment any longer.

Balance comes from choice, especially as this card is

also associated with the Lovers which talks of

choosing the balanced option for you.

The figure sat hunched in the boat looks tired and

defeated and a small child sits close by.
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The journey or where she is going to isn’t known but

she takes it and goes with the flow, wherever it may

take her.

Unlike the two of Swords she isn’t just considering

herself anymore.

She has become aware that this situation is affecting

other aspects of her life also as two swords appear to

be protecting the child who is by her side.

She chooses not to look up and face the swords but

she is taking them with her, this is just the start of her

journey to recovering from the stress and sadness

around this.

I can’t help but feel that she has asked for help and the

guide is divinely helping her along to a place where

she can find peace.
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7777 OFOFOFOF SSSSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS

What a sneaky character we have here.

Who do you know who has something you want? This

card comes up when someone is using the 'crafty'

aspect of their intelligence for gain.

This could turn out to be something practical or

otherwise but the issue here is that this is a thought

out action that involves the wit so no one finds out

what they have done.

In fact he only seems to manage to take 5 with him, he

leaves 2 behind. There seems to be a subtle message

here of not leaving yourself open and vulnerable.

We sometimes have to think one step ahead for

self-protection. Maybe you are taking back the 5

swords that were taken in the conflict of the 5?

Maybe you have learnt better than to leave yourself

'open' .
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The guy does not want to take everything away from

the situation; he has left the two in case they are

needed.

He has taken what he needs...maybe he has taken

back that which was his in the first place?

How would this play out in a reading as advice.

Other cards would explain more but if it comes out for

the questioner then maybe they are being a little

foolish in not being careful in regards to a situation or

they need to take more care of becoming an unwitting

victim of circumstance.

OR they need to think smart, after all the 7 is a number

of quick witted logic!

Thought and action comes to mind with this card...and

this is where the energy of the card is.

Do you think this is why his boots and hat are both

red?
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8888 OFOFOFOF SSSSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS

When I see this card I often think 'oh dear' The lady in

this card cannot see the way forward.

Sometimes we can’t 'see the wood for the trees'

To me this card reflects that saying so clearly but this

time the trees are swords and although we often hear

it said that the figure has a choice to move out from

this situation, she just can’t see it.

The 8 of Swords and the Hermit, taught me their

understanding once when I was in stressful situation

so deeply that I just couldn't see the light to find my

way out.

I asked my cards for guidance and they gave me The

Hermit and the 8 of Swords. I looked and looked at

these two cards and thought to myself

“I have looked within. I’ve done the Hermit thing and

still I’m not getting it.”
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In fact I had looked so far in, I’m surprised I didn't turn

myself inside out!

But suddenly I got it!

The Hermit was holding his lantern towards the lady in

the 8 of Swords.

Of course I can’t see with this blindfold on....

So I sat for a moment, closed my eyes and imagined...

There I am sat on a log in the woods.

I remove the blindfold. Its dark and I can barely see my

way out. The trees are dense and the sunlight is

obscured.

Along walks a kindly looking wise old guy with a

lantern and he light up the way ahead for me.

My eyes have adjusted to the light and I can see the

path, it was there just ahead of me but now I see it.
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It was like a moment of enlightenment, I felt like a

weight was lifted off my shoulders.

I looked around my home and my family and my life

and counted my blessings.

My worries are not so bad that I should feel so trapped

and with this clarity I tackled my issue head on, I felt

empowered.

I do believe that we don't choose to be stuck behind

those swords but I think it’s very easy sometimes to

become trapped by them because we just don’t know

how to find our way.
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9999 OFOFOFOF SSSSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS

So, we didn't quite manage to release the binds of the

8 of Swords so now we find ourselves at the 9 and the

peak of stress.

Our attainment doesn't bring financial success or

strength and determination but instead brings the

potential of the effects of extreme stress on our mental

and then our physical state.

The message that often comes with this card is that

help is nearby, you only need to ask. The question is

who and where is this 'help'

If we consider that the Hermit and the Moon is

associated with this card also, we are then given more

insight and understanding.

The Moon shadows our mental clarity and it’s no

wonder that our mind in the midst of such confusion

can magnify the 'demons' in our mind.
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The Hermit therefor is the guiding light within the

shadows of our mind.

Take advice, ask for advice search the vaults of your

inner wisdom and enlighten yourself.

The 'thought' of something, is often worse than the

reality.

When we look under the stones and behind the

shadows we see the answer was there all the time.

No one needs to keep themselves in this state of

mental despair; there is always an answer to be found.
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10101010 OFOFOFOF SSSSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS

The 10 of Swords brings the end of a cycle but not

before some deep wounding within.

Just like the saying 'it has to get worse before it gets

better' and it’s very true because although this card

features often heartfelt hurt it also brings a new

beginning.

This isn’t a new beginning in relation to The Fool kind

of beginning but there is certainly a brighter time

ahead.

The first thing I noticed about the swords is that they

seem to run the length of his spine.

This would in fact paralyze a person so how I relate to

this is that the mental grief that is caused by this card

is in fact disabling.

When we go through extreme hurt, we suffer

emotionally and mentally and then physically.
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Our immune system closes down a little and our body

takes the brunt of this, rational thought and clarity can

become so clouded that this is also disabling too and

can affect our thought processes.

Although this is a dark card, we can see the bright light

on the horizon; this will gradually clear the dark clouds

that lie heavily blanketing the sky above.

Time is a great healer and there will be healing and

light ahead.

This offers hope for the questioner for the future...that

there is a brighter and better time coming ahead for

them.
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The Cups
Element: Water

AAAACECECECE OFOFOFOF CCCCUPSUPSUPSUPS

So here we have the emotional/spiritual offer being

handed by a gray, fluffy thoughts cloud.

This explains to us that this is cup with its emotional

offering is a conscious initiation of the free will.

The Ace of Cups is the stir of love blessed emotion

and deep feeling that fills us with joy.

Its the offer of forgiveness after a lovers quarrel, a

mother's love as she meets her new born baby or the

self-love that is needed after abuse or hurt.

This feeling is pure and touches the spirit.

The cup as shown in the imagery over flows with

emotion and love.
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This card has paired up for me in my readings several

times with the Magician as advice.

This says that the issue is easy solved and often with

an apology or love that is given unconditionally.

This wonderful card is a seed so we must also

remember that it needs to be nurtured and developed.

Aces are potentials.

This card can also comes up when someone needs to

consider nurturing their spirituality.

Lack of self care and love causes many relationship

issues so this can come up as an issue sometimes.

Surrounding cards will show more.
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2222 OFOFOFOF CCCCUPSUPSUPSUPS

The 2 of Cups is a lovely card and often a welcome

sight within a reading.

I love how the two figures face each other in union to

the exclusion of the reader or anyone else for that

matter.

Their focus is on each other, their eyes meet and there

is a connection.

This card captures that moment of a meeting of minds

and mutually shared emotion.

Have you noticed that with some people we just 'click'

with when we meet them and we then become

comfortable with very quickly..?

This can translate this to any form of partnership that

shares a mutual understanding, a romantic encounter.
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The bond of a friendship or two soldiers in combat side

by side and that unspoken connection between

'brothers in arms.

Maybe even a recognition of two souls that meet and

that feeling of “I’m sure I know you”.

This connection can progress into a more secure and

longer term potential but would need the help and

support of grounding cards.

Otherwise this 'joining' can slowly fade if the cups are

not further replenished and given a foundation to

progress with.
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3333 OFOFOFOF CCCCUPSUPSUPSUPS

The trio of young women with their flowing Cups are

celebrating a shared happiness and joy.

They have a common theme between them, they are a

group and at this moment they enjoy each other’s

company and raise their cups in pleasure of their

purpose of meet.

If they do have worries, they are not evident; together

they are creating a combined happiness.

This may be a group of friends, a social group, a

wedding or even a coven meet.

Their cups flow with joy of purpose, happiness can be

infectious and each member of the trio is in

appreciation of the other, vibrations are raised and

spirits are lifted.

Of course translated into our reads the 3 of Cups

encompasses and represents a spectrum of unions
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but due to its celebratory aspect it often brings good

news to many situations.

The 3 of Cups also features in the 4 of Cups, the figure

in the 4 can be seen looking longingly upon the 3

cups.

He misses them. This could be a feeling of anti-climax

after the fun with the 3 of Cups.

This reflects the expression of the Joie de vivre that

can be experienced with the 3 of Cups.

This is a happy card that brings celebration, look for

surrounding cards to see how this card brings bears

influence.
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4444 OFOFOFOF CCCCUPSUPSUPSUPS

The 4 of Cups is a card that reflects a point in our life

where we measure our emotional contentment.

I see this as an emotional 'time out' whilst the subject

decides what they want and how they want to move

forward.

The young man in the card is looking at the fun time he

has been having within a situation personal to him and

now he may be experiencing an anti-climax that has

brought him back to reality.

He enjoyed the 1, 2 and 3 of Cups so much that they

are still on his mind but now things have settled and as

reality is coming to the forefront.

He looks at what he has and is considering if it is

what he wants still.

The excitement has gone , he knows the Ace is still

there, he is just ignoring it, and with this, his interest

has waned, sadly.
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I say sadly because this state of mind is highly likely to

be heading towards the 5 of Cups, unless something

changes his mind-set.

But as this is such a stubborn number, being

associated with the Emperor so he is unlikely to budge

much at all. He may in fact regret this but right now,

this is his learning and lesson....

We can transfer the insights of this card to

relationships, work, friends, any situation almost. I

have seen this card come out re-currently when a

relationship is going through a very stable and stale

period.

I’m sure the one with the Ace can feel this indifference

with her partner who is sitting there, arms folded and

protesting his discontent

Time to spice it up a little before these feelings 'set'

in ;-)
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5555 OFOFOFOF CCCCUPSUPSUPSUPS

We can see from just the first look upon this card that

the sadness felt with this is deep and heavy.

Here we see emotions that run to the core of your

being.

It doesn’t matter how many times people will advise

you that 'all isn’t lost' or that there are still 2 cups

remaining because within the center of your world you

are grieving.

The 5 of Cup's loss is shown in the water that has

tipped out of the ‘toppled’ cups.

What the cups once contained, is no more, a lost love

maybe? The emotion runs out just as the river flows by

and his deep sadness continues just as the river flow.

The sky looks gray, showing the deep thought and

contemplation and this is part of the sadness.
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The figure has his back turned on the two cups behind

him this could be support that is there for him, family or

friends.

At this moment he chooses solitude.

Sometimes we want to grieve alone, so we can gather

our thoughts and let the emotion out but not in view of

onlookers, no matter how close we are to them.

When he is ready he will turn and face them but right

now, it is just him, his loss and his emotions.
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6 of Cups
A visit down memory lane.

The 6 of Cups represents going back in our thoughts

to happier times, this is a pleasant occupation for our

thoughts, especially after the 5 of Cups.

Just as in the image, this is an offering, it is an

untarnished memory and the trip back in time is a

pleasant one, the white flower in the cup offers

innocence and purity.

As with the number 6 there is harmony and reconciling

with our past, in turn this can help healing and bring

our thoughts in balance.

It can serve as a welcome respite from the realities of

the real world.

The thing about this card is that it can represent us

looking back at the time as perfect.
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The memory that is being offered by the figure in the

image, may well be very different than the actual one

but it suits the subject to view it in such a way!

In our thoughts we can bring back anyone or any

situation, we can re visit people as many times as

choose.

Our thoughts bring life to the past and that's just fine

providing we don't imagine that everything was as

perfect we think and spend so much time thinking in

the past.

I often see this card as feelings for someone after a

relationship split. This would indicate that there was

and is still very genuine feelings for the other person.

It also comes out for a situation where someone is

thinking so much about the other person who they are

no longer in a relationship with.
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7 of Cups
Do you think that possibly our reminiscing down

memory lane with the 6 of Cups has led us to become

a little disillusioned?

Its lovely taking trips to the past but then we need to

come back to reality with our thoughts.

Maybe frustrations with reality then takes us back to

our thoughts to look at our options available to us now.

The problem with all these 'choices' are that many of

these options may not be all they hope to be.

Reality can be very different to how we see things in

our thoughts, our dreams and our hopes.

Maybe the figure in the card is considering all these

options running through his mind.

What does he want now from life? Is he fulfilled or

does he need/want more than he gets now?
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I see this as an emotional assessment of his needs

and options that are available to him.

The 7 of Cups mostly comes up for me as unfounded

choices and unrealistic hopes and expectations.

Within the Rider Waite Smith imagery, we see the 7

choices and cups are in the sky.

This would suggest that there is no foundation to these

option and therefor are no basis to them.
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8888 OFOFOFOF CCCCUPSUPSUPSUPS

We see the figure in the 8 of Cups walking away from

the the Cups and his past and walks ahead to his new

future.

The 8 Cups are left standing, his emotions are in order

although he moves on with a heavy heart.

This is a thought out decision, he appears to be

walking forwards away from the direction of the Moon

also which may indicate that he is no longer

emotionally confused.

The sky is clear and so are his thoughts.

He has gotten through the worst period and is now

embarking on a hopeful time ahead.

The cups are positioned in such a way that it looks like

one is missing.

Maybe the figure is now taking the path of hope to find

a new love, the ace of cups that he can fit into the
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missing space and complete his happiness and make

it to 9.

Although this is a card that has a disappointed aspect

to it, we can look at it from the perspective of hope of

potential of what is coming up ahead, this is our end

goal.

This is a card that again will show more to what

situation it is affecting by the interacting cards.

The effects of this card is deep felt and the sadness is

evident so guidance is often gratefully received.
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9999 OFOFOFOF CCCCUPSUPSUPSUPS

The 9 of Cups is often referred to as the 'wish' card

and this is sometimes taken literally that you will get

your wish but let’s not forget this is a 9.

Nines are associated with the Hermit and therefor

have something in common with the soul searching

major.

They are all single figures, with no one else in the

picture.

This can be due to independence, loneliness, grief or

a heart still full of love, they each have attained the

potential of their suit.

The 9 of Cups guy looks pretty pleased with himself,

he has an abundance of love in those cups but sadly

he has no one to share them with.

This is where the wish comes in, If this card comes up

for the questioner then no doubt there will be an
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element of their desire and hope of what they want in

their life.

They will undoubtedly have love they want to share,

this could be the childless mom who hopes dearly to

become pregnant so she can share this huge love she

has in her heart.

Or it could be the guy who lost his love and hopes

dearly to meet someone who he can share all this love

with.

Surrounding cards will indicate if their 'wish' is in fact

on the way, or not.
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10 of Cups
Here we have the happy picture of the completed

family, the 10 Cups are shown across a rainbow in the

sky, and this could be heralding a new phase for the

questioner.

The 10 of Cups brings the achievement of fulfillment,

the difficult times are behind and the future looks

bright.

This is the ideal, the dream, contentment and a time

when blessings can be counted. Here we have the

expression of life and joy.

For so many cups we don’t see so much water as

have been in other Cups card, yet the small brook that

flows through the land, nourishes and brings forth

growth.

Love and care is a basis for any relationship and we all

have a desire to be nurtured, we respond naturally to it

and it feeds the soul.
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This card often represents contentment for me within

my readings.

Some cards such as the Gilded Tarot deck, shows that

there are a mother and her child sat in their idealistic

garden, yet the father is missing.

Interestingly, this has also come up for one parent

families who are actually happy and content on their

own.

In relationships where there has been a split, it shows

that the questioner is doing just fine on their own.
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TTTTHEHEHEHE PPPPENTACLESENTACLESENTACLESENTACLES

Element: Earth

The Ace of Pentacles

Here we have a very useful and practical gift.

The earth element in the Ace of Pentacles brings

opportunity for a secure foundation, learning and

understanding.

It can represent money, health, learning, family

relationships, in fact it represents the physical,

something we can touch.

Pentacles represent the Earth and abundance, Also

prosperity and success.

So for example, if the Ace of Pentacles was the
outcome of a job application, know that there will be
success.

It will also promise the potential of a financially secure
foundation.
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What we need to remember is that, as with all the
Aces they hold the potential only.

It is important to build on that potential because as
with anything it can’t just happen incidentally.

If you were undecided on which house to buy, the Ace
would be a positive sign

These Aces need to be nurtured to ensure growth and
progression!

This card has come up for me in reads to represent
the foundation to plans, or study.

Of course, being a pentacle, it can also represent a

financial gift of money too and also the gift of good

health.
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2222 OFOFOFOF PPPPENTACLESENTACLESENTACLESENTACLES

The two of Pentacles = Balancing/juggling two

situations and switching things around a little.

The balance isn't long lasting or harmonious, it is

managed for a period of time but not longterm.

Using finances as an example: I remember the saying

“Robbing Peter to pay Paul”. It’s a saying here and it

means someone who is avoiding paying one bill but is

so takes money from the bill money to pay another.

Then when the other bill needs paying then they will

take money from somewhere else and eventually pay

it back.

This person is overstretched with so many things

going on in their life that they have a little bit of a

juggling act to actually manage.

In numerology the two represents duality and

balance and in the Rider Waite Smith imagery of the

the 'juggler' looks like he is trying to manage the two
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pentacles with a bit of a see saw, up and down

fashion, just like the sea behind him.

This could be finances or a personal issue or two

situations or two lovers! Where balance is being kept

up until a decision is made.

I have also had this card come out in a reading where

one person with a relationship keeps leaving and

returning and in the process it may seem that they are

wanting to keep both his/her options open
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3333 OFOFOFOF PPPPENTACLESENTACLESENTACLESENTACLES

The 3 of Pentacles as all the 3's in Tarot is a creative

card.

It represents joint efforts of two elements creating a

third (not elements as we speak on within Tarot).

The 3 of Pentacles is creating something addition from

the collaboration of efforts.

Two becomes a 3rd that is created.

As an example two people in a partnership want to

develop their business so they take addition financial

support from a member of the family, this creates

more potential for opportunity.

It can also represent a relationship that has potential

to become deeper with that extra input and both

people working together towards long-term goals.

Generally speaking, there is input from another source

that provides the chance to develop the relationship
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further and therefor what they create is a better,

deeper relationship, the development within the

relationship becomes the 3rd aspect.

Maybe someone starting out in business is advised

and helped out by someone more experienced and

this advances the business.

This is the process of creating and manifesting, in a

practical sense

You could say that this card is about the creative

opportunity of advancement but what is needed is the

potential and the expertise of another and joint

resources making a difference.
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4444 OFOFOFOF PPPPENTACLESENTACLESENTACLESENTACLES

The chap in the RWS imagery, looks pretty happy

holding on to his pentacles any way that he can.

He holds them so tightly that it is obvious that there is

no way he is going to let go any time soon.

The 3 of Pentacles must have paid off because he is

taking a rest with his focus on the money he gained.

Shame though because he looks quite greedy with it!

Maybe he is just being careful?

After all, this was achieved with work and he has every

right to enjoy it?

Well not quite so because there is a danger that he will

become a little selfish right now.

Of course we understand that he has worked hard for

this but if he can spare some of his hard earned

finances and be generous then he may find that what
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goes around comes around and he is rewarded further

due to his generosity.

The 4 of Pentacles does also show that someone is

saving for something, maybe the future of he and his

girlfriend?

If this is the case, surrounding cards will show if this is

the case.

On the other hand this can represent a relationship

between two people where one is either holding back

their emotions or holding on to someone in a

possessive way...

This can be associated to the Emperor who typically

represents that aspect of control.

So again, look to surrounding cards because they will

give you the clue how to view the insight with this card.
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5 of Pentacles
I've always found this card highlights often a difficult

situation which encompasses a struggle.

In my relationship readings it’s one of those cards that

associates with the suffering of a couple but one is

suffering more than the other but the partner is

oblivious.

I have also had it come up in reads where there is

neediness, especially if the Queen of Cups is around

too.

Some people read this as a positive relationship card

because it can represent two people who go through

the difficult times together. i am sure it can represent

this but in my reads the focus seems to be on the other

aspect.

On this card from the Gilded Tarot deck ( as an

example) you can see that in the window the letter Y is

illuminated in the church window that they are passing.
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The need help but aren’t sure how to get help or why

this is happening to them.

Maybe this is why the letter (Y) is highlighted as further

insight of the card.

The church is there but they don’t see it and their help

could be there?

I know also that Pentacles represent typically money,

buildings, the physical, learning.

Ill health and financial struggle is often represented by

this card also.

I can see how the conflict here can be between mind

and body, as one affects the other.
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TTTTHEHEHEHE 6666 OFOFOFOF PPPPENTACLESENTACLESENTACLESENTACLES

This card in particular, at the start of my Tarot studies
was one of those cards I just couldn’t get my head
around and relate to.

Until that is, it started to stalk my readings!

Then it was a case of learn it girl so it goes away and
you deal with the issue because finally I get the
message

So the 6's bring about harmony especially after the 5's,
so is everything so harmonious now?

Not very but then again there isn’t the misery and need
of the 5 of pentacles, so what changed?

I guess the word here may be compromise!

Each person within this relationship (for example)
gain.

There is one who gives what he/she wants to
give...and the one who takes, certainly wants what
there is to take.

But here is where there may be issue because the one
who is giving will give only what he or she actually
wants to give, whether that is time or love/affection.

No more and no less.
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But at least they are giving something?

The person who is taking, takes what he or she can
but this person tends to want/need more.

There is balance and harmony but not perfectly equal
but then this is no doubt why the scales are often
offset on many Tarot cards.

The 6 of Pentacles symbolizes this relationship very
clearly or me.

You see the guy who is giving the pentacles, he looks
wealthy and he smiles with satisfaction that he has
something of worth to give and he knows it is wanted.

Indeed he is happy to give but he is very much in
control of his generosity.

It could be said that the guy who is giving dosent even
realize that more is needed, he is judging it by his own
means.

This person is also often depicted in an exalted
position to the other, showing their advantage over the
other.

This card however does represent balance and i do

feel this is very much in the art of compromise.
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If this card comes up for any situation, look to see if

your client is the one giving or taking and this may give

you insight into the guidance you will need to give.

If this was a business partnership, to give an example,

it could show that one person puts more time and

effort in than the other.
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7777 OFOFOFOF PPPPENTACLESENTACLESENTACLESENTACLES

I find this a slightly frustrating card sometimes

because when I see this, I know that there will be a

period of waiting.

Nothing is going to happen quickly if you see this card

as an outcome.

The figure in the RWS card is waiting to collect her

harvest and is literally watching it grow.

She will tend to it and care/nurture for it because she

knows that in time it will yield its fruit.

This is very much the advice and theme of the 7 of

Pentacles, that if you give your time and attention to

any project or relationship, eventually, it will progress

and grow.

In regards to a relationship, there looks to be an

investment on the questioner's part, they haven’t given

up on someone maybe and hope that this will pay off

for them.
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Problem with this is that there is no certainty of the
harvest but there’s hope for it but there is at least a
possibility that it will yield providing it continues to be
nurtured.

Sometimes, people give up too soon because they are
impatient or it seems too much work and if this
happens there is little chance of success.

I tend to see this cards focus being on the
perseverance of the questioner, perseverance in
patience.

Also in the imagery on the card there are no sign of
blue skies or lush fields which would suggest that it
may be winter time.

The investment needs some sun to help it grow and
mature a little so this represents the time factor again
in this card.

Although this is often looked upon as a positive card,
there is no quick result so this can be applied to the
reading, especially in an outcome position or an issue
or timing.
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8888 OFOFOFOF PPPPENTACLESENTACLESENTACLESENTACLES

When I see the 8 of Pentacles I think 'hard work' is

needed. The craftsman is busy and focused and his

task is repetitive but still, this is a productive task.

The craftsman crafts just more and more of the same

pentacles

For a relationship I would see this card as repetitive

and hard work although it can also represent hard

work bringing success.

The problem with this is that not everyone will want to

have to put the hard work in.

Of course this isn't the fairest and best light to look at

the 8 of pentacles in because it does show a kind of

'practice makes perfect' he is perfecting his craft after

all.

So yes we can apply this to any aspect of our life but

know that in whatever situation there is going to be

work and maybe not much else!
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I remember when I began studying Tarot I had this

card often in my early readings.

At that time I was carrying out many practice reads a

day.

This card is also referred to traditionally as the

'apprenticeship' card and I can associate with this

especially when I consider my early tarot studies, this

card was a familiar 'stalker' at the time.
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The 9 of Pentacles

The 9 of Pentacles is closely linked to the Hermit

which may also signify the one-ness within all the

Nines!

The Hermit being card 9 in the Major Arcana.

The 9 of Pentacles represents a life and lifestyle that is

comfortable and private.

I liken it to how some people describe their home as

their haven, their 'safe place'

The 9 of Pentacles also reflects a sense of attainment,

through her efforts and hard work, especially in the

past.

In the RWS imagery the lady is holding a bird of Prey

and if we think about the nature of the Falcon, when

hunting he sets his sights on his prey and goes for it.
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Maybe this suggests we set our sights on our goals

and go for them and be undeterred..

The lady in the 9 of Pentacles looks so noble and

proud too. This card is my card of independence in

reads.

I see this after the Devil sometimes in co-dependent

relationships and I am so pleased to see her.

She often shows herself as emotional independence.

So quite possibly there is more than emotional

independence gained from the attainment of the 9 of

Pent.

There may be spiritual freedom and a sense of power

that comes from this..

Just to add, if this comes out as a card for how

someone feels about you, it highly likely they are only

wanting friendship with you even if they 'like' you
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TTTTHEHEHEHE 10101010 OFOFOFOF PPPPENTACLESENTACLESENTACLESENTACLES

Finally we reach the end of the Pentacles cycle with

the 10 of Pentacles.

I find this an interesting card as within this completion

the card offers so many insights.

Keep in mind for a moment how long it takes to

complete any cycle, there is a journey, it takes time, a

passage of time.

Within this passage of time, finances are accumulated;

children and grandchildren are accumulated and

generations, inheritance.

Consider these insights within your reading.

Apply this to a relationship outcome and you may have
to consider this could be the end of the cycle and
represent someone walking away from all this
possibly.
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If it is an issue within a new relationship this card could
represent the other is in a long-term relationship
already or even married.

Many images of the 10 of Pentacles will show this
passage of time is shown by the age of the elderly
gentleman in the imagery.

He looks deep in contemplation; his family are around
him as are his dogs but no wife.

We can presume she sadly died or left.

Certainly his wealth has accumulated.

We can see from the extravagance and finery plus the
pentacles which adorn the home

One cycle ends and another begins.

On the other hand this card can represent wealth and
also good health.
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WWWWANDSANDSANDSANDS

EEEELEMENTLEMENTLEMENTLEMENT:::: FIREFIREFIREFIRE
TTTTHEHEHEHE AAAACECECECE OFOFOFOF WWWWANDSANDSANDSANDS

The Ace of Wands gives that spark of energy that

motivates!

It’s the desire and the will, the action, that 'urge' we

feel inside that ignites something within us.

What matters is what we do with that energy, what the

questioner does with the energy.

Will it move forward into a decision/plan and action or

just fizzle out?

The Ace of Wands is the opportunity to open up areas

of our life.

If anything needs energy and movement it needs the

FIRE of the Wands whether that be a career move,

new home, business idea or the spark of passion

within a new romance
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With the Ace, we are offered the potential, it will be

worth reminding the questioner that although this is a

great and positive card, we do need this to progress

forwards.

Its ok having the will to achieve but it needs basis and

foundation so think how to give grounding to this

energy.

The image within the card shows a hand coming

forward with the wand being offered, this is yours, your

opportunity.

Note how the wand comes from the clouds, so thought

also plays a part in this!

At the moment it hasn’t turned into something realistic

but it can and will, the next step is yours.
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2222 OFOFOFOF WWWWANDSANDSANDSANDS

The Two of Wands brings us forward with our initial

idea conceived with the Ace of Wands.

We are motivated into action and are now planning

and deciding how to take this energy forward.

The Two of Wands will often be represented with the

traditional image of a figure who is looking outward

with one Wand in hand and a globe of the world in the

other.

One Wand stands firm, the initial idea now has

grounding and foundation to it.

So what does this image now tell us?

There is certainly an element of development within

the energy that has allowed opportunities to be

considered and plans set out.

Commitment is formed from the idea and direction

given to plans.
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Of course that sounds very business orientated but

this applies to any area of life.

Within a relationship the energy of the Two of Wands

can work in two directions.

It can be deciding to secure a union or deciding to

change your direction. The cards that surround will

give you the indication of which way forward this card

is taking the client.

For health and career, again, it can represent the

same moving forwards and as with the above..

With this being the number two, there will always be

duality to consider two aspects to each potential,

contrasting thoughts and ideas, negative and positive

elements.

Within my relationship readings... the two of Wands

represents one partner who is now considering to go

their own way and usually the outcome proceeds in

that direction.
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3 of Wands

The three of wands is typically a card that talks of
taking that creative energy and putting it into longer
term plans.

We are past the two which was the planning stage for
the next step forward and now the plans are moving
into actions.

We are now looking at longer term goals and
potentials.

In a relationship this could mean that one party wants
to move on and see what’s 'out there' and look for an
alternative partner.

Business wise this could be sending out emails and
waiting for replies.

Within a reading as an advice it can imply that you
need to look at wider options, geographically even.

In general this is a positive card but as always, the
cards surrounding will indicate the nature of the
interpretation.

In some aspect it can be as simple as someone
waiting for a return text.
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Being a 3 there is very much a creative element to this,
you are making things happen and thus you expect a
positive return on this. It is likely that this return will be
achieved.

If we think about the association to the Empress who
is the 3rd card of the Majors and her being the creative
energy that is realized, then we can see the positive
potential here for such creativity.
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4444 OFOFOFOF WWWWANDSANDSANDSANDS

So the 4 of Wands has brought us to a place to stake

our foundations.

The fours are stability, there is no movement and after

the activity and planning in the earlier Wands.

It is now time to take a breath and especially so before

the 5's!

The Four of Wands is referred to as a time to celebrate

and it is.

Much work has been done to reach this point.

A foundation is firmly rooted and we can be pleased at

this initial accomplishment.

What we need to think about in relation to this card is

that although it is a card of celebration, it is only a 4

and it needs progression to continue in achieving an

end goal.
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There is certainly more work to do yet, other cards will

confirm what position you are actually in with the four

of Wands.

In my readings if this card comes up as a relationship

outcome then I would be suggesting that this is as

good as the relationship will get and not to expect too

much more.

That may or may not be a good place to be but it is

harmonious in its own way.

It’s a settling time in a relationship.

There is a good foundation BUT it would need some

serious work to move this on....
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5555 OFOFOFOF WANDSWANDSWANDSWANDS
The 5 of Wands is a card of conflict and competition.

This card shows up when there is outer and inner

conflict. This is not a major conflict, it is harmless.

The RWS imagery shows a group of young men

competing in what looks like a fight against each other

but in actual fact they are holding their sticks ( which

look like Wands) above their heads so this is more of

competitive energy rather than physical.

I often get this card with two conflicting situations

where the person in question has a conflicting choice

or decision to make.

The struggle of the 5 is more of the inner struggle that

this presents.
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As this is a 5, it will have its own learning with it as all

the 5's do, this brings association with the Hierophant

who is the teacher, the guide in such situations.

This card can also represent the energy of flirtatious

behaviour in harmless fun.

We can see how the 6 of Wands can follow this card

as one person will be the victor and raised upon their

pedestal in adoration of the other.
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6666 OFOFOFOF WWWWANDSANDSANDSANDS

The 6 of Wands is the card that shows that there has

been earned and deserved praise or acclaim.

The imagery is often of a figure riding his horse

through the streets of his town and crowds are

cheering him.

He looks pleased with himself and why not, he won a

battle even though it wasnt a physical one.

His ego will have been well served, he enjoys the

adoration and praise that he receives.

One aspect of this card is that it isnt a permanent

praise that lasts long but it is gratification of the

moment.

This can present itself as an employee who does a job

well done and consequently gains a promotion or

bonus.
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In a love interest situation, it can show that the person

of your desire already has several admirers and this

person enjoys the attention he gets.

It is always important to look around at the other cards

with the 6 of Wands to see which insight the card is

representing.

In health matters it will show a reason to celebrate.

Its worth mentioning that as a relationship outcome it

is less likely to represent a longterm potential,

commitment wise.

In general, this is a positive card that shows there is

reward for efforts and hard work.

If it comes up as how someone feels about you then

don't forget these are wands! ;-)
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7777 OFOFOFOF WANDSWANDSWANDSWANDS
The 7 of Wands will present itself when there is a need

to stand your ground and stake your position.

You will notice that many figures are shown in the

imagery of this card that they are exulted to a higher

position above the competition.

The energy of the Wands with this card shows the

figure on higher ground and standing firm, protesting

himself against the other Wands.

This can be liked to taking the moral high ground, the

7's are a number of struggle as is the Chariot card.

This shows that it isnt quite an easy path right now but

it is manageable and you can win.

The 7 of Wands can also associate with someone

having several love interests.
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This card often reminds me of the battles of old in

England. The forts would be built on hill tops because

the height would give them the advantage on

defending their position in the fort.

Importantly, stand firm and don't back down because

you are at advantage.

You may feel like running out of the back door but stay

true to your belief.

After all, 7 is a magic number!
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TTTTHEHEHEHE EEEEIGHTIGHTIGHTIGHT OFOFOFOF WWWWANDSANDSANDSANDS

The 8 of Wands is another card that I like to see and in

terms of interpretation It has never let me down.

For me this card represents messages in regards of

communication. And importantly messages that brings

about creative movement.

If this card turns up in your read, this communication is

already set in motion.

So if you have been waiting on news in the form of a

letter, you can be confident that it’s on the way.

For me the messages that come with this card are

positive.

They can represent emails, text messages or other

similar and it comes quickly, sometimes by surprise.

This card has also come out for me when someone is

interested in a one night experience with someone.

(quick sex!).
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It’s sometimes a little awkward if this card comes up

for your questioner when they ask how someone feels

about them!

If you have a journey planned...expect to arrive

early.....!

The card imagery shows the speed and the energy

that the wands fire forward with through the air.

The fire at the base of the wands show how much

creative energy is moving the situation forward.
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9999 OFOFOFOF WANDSWANDSWANDSWANDS
The card of sheer perseverance.

The 9 of Wands presents itself as an abundant
attainment of energy!

No matter how much energy you have used and no
matter how hurt you may be, you are not going to give
up your position of defence. The 9 of Wands shows
that there may have been past hurt and this has made
you feel very defensive.

The figure in this card is shown to be guarding his very
self so he does not suffer the same hurt again. Even
though he is tired and hurt he stands firm too as he
just dosent give in.

This card shows up often when there are relationship
issues that have been through some conflicting times.

It is often a positive because the 9 of Wands shows
the willingness to not give up or give in. Perseverance
is the best way to describe the card but at least all isn't
lost when we see this.

If this card comes up for any situations you can expect
that there has been some challenge that has needed
you standing firm and not wanting to give up.

In fact the success on the situation is more than likely
to be positive with this determination.
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10101010 OFOFOFOF WWWWANDSANDSANDSANDS

The 10 of Wands brings us to a stage of completion.

The perseverance of the 9 of Wands was successful

and we are now almost there, the end goal is in sight.

This always remind me of someone who is carrying a

world of responsibility on his shoulders.

The RWS image in the card shows a figure carrying

the 10 wands on his back, he knows that he is almost

there but he has to keep going for now.

Within a reading, it will be evident that there has been

significant struggle but at least there is reassurance

that there will be chance to rest.

If this is a finance reading, it is highly likely that the

questioner is significantly financially burdened with too

much responsibility.
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At least you can advise that this struggle is almost

over but there is still just a little further to go.

If this is health, then the questioner may be taking too

much personal responsibilities on and they are

becoming weighed down by them.

The guidance that comes with this card is not to give

up because the questioner is almost there.

In fact he is so close that he can almost see the

finishing line!
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THE COURT CARDS

TTTTHEHEHEHE PPPPAGESAGESAGESAGES

THE PAGE OF CUPS, WANDS, SWORDS, PENTACLES

In some Tarot Decks the Pages are represented by

girls and are referred to as Princesses so would be

known as:

The Princess of Cups, Princess of Wands, Princess of

Swords, Princess of Pentacles

WWWWHATHATHATHAT AREAREAREARE THETHETHETHE PPPPAGESAGESAGESAGES ANDANDANDAND WHYWHYWHYWHY 'C'C'C'COURTOURTOURTOURT'''' CARDSCARDSCARDSCARDS????

In Medieval Times the Royal Court refers to the

extended household of the King or Queen who ruled

the Country at that time.

The Pages were messengers or in training to become

Knights. Their role within 'Court life' was to give gain

experience in various skills and to relay messages and

often other menial tasks.
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When we consider the meaning of a Page within our

reads we really do need to have knowledge and

understanding of all the potential insights of each card.

We can then look to surrounding cards to see which

aspect we need to apply to this Page within the

reading.

The Pages are described as the children of the Tarot

cards..and represent childhood and youth up to 18

years old.

But it is also important to remember that an adult can

be represented by a page, especially if they have traits

characterized with a Page.

Maybe the older guy is inexperienced or immature.
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The Pages as mentioned earlier is up to 17/18 years

old (traditionally) If we are looking at him/her as a child

then the Tarot reading will possibly have an issue

around him.

This could be a family member of the person you are

reading or someone they know.

If the Page is representing a child or teenager then

you can expect that the nature of this youth will be a

sensitive one but also sensitive about the feelings of

others.

Maybe he/she day dreams a little and can be

sometimes emotional

So look to surrounding card to see if you need to

consider that the reading is in fact about an individual.

You can also clarify with the questioner.
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In matters of feelings The Page of Cups represents

infatuation, young love/first love.

Its the start of the feelings but not yet formed into deep

feelings though they may feel like love.

So not a long lasting feeling.

As an emotion they are immature feelings so if an

older guy comes up as this page then you can bet that

he is a little immature.

As mentioned earlier an older person can be

represented by a page also....

You can expect this page to bring emotional based

messages: love, apologies, invitations and good news
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As with the Page of Cups, we have a child/youth up

17/18 years old.

Now with the guy (lets say he is male)has his own

personality also and is quite different from the Page of

Cups.

This Page, when he represents the actual

individual ....is a bright and active young person.

He is energetic and enthusiastic and is also quite

proud of his wand he is holding it forward and ready to

put it too use.

The wand is a phallic symbol and this guy is looking

for his experiences.

So as you can imagine, if he turns up for an issue

within a relationship, it may often be due to this..
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On most cards this Page is often shown walking and

holding the Wand very carefully in front of him as if he

is afraid to make a mistake with it.

This also emphases his desire and need for

experience with his Wand.

If you compare how the Knight of Wands hold his

Wand, you will see a difference in how the wand is

held!

He isn't the lovey dovey sensitive Page of Cups,

instead he is driven by the Fire element that gives him

the passion.

His messages will be representative of his element so

they will be of the nature of movement..travel, work,

spirituality and/or passion. This page will bring

messages of excitement and motivation.
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The Page of Swords represents the element of Air so

the messages he will relay will be of thoughts, logic

and communication.

His messages can sometimes be of a disappointing

nature.

He isn't known for being the bearer of positive news so

if a result or news on something is being awaited and

this young fella shows up then it may not bode too

well.

On a more positive, he can represent new ideas and
positive discussion.

The issue with The Page of Swords is that he is young
so he can show up when there is an issue between
two people because you can just imagine that he may
have used less tact with his message or been too
blunt.

Sometimes there is gossip involved around him or
even lies.
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In one aspect he isnt as bad as his older brother
though, The Knight of Swords, who can be extremely
blunt!

As mentioned earlier, the pages are still learning they
need experience yet as they lack it.

So this page represents a lack of thought to
consequences or what he says sometimes.

Did i mention yet that he is known to be a bit of a spy?

He will sometimes try to find information out just like
The King of Swords but the difference is that the King
is wise and fair and the Page is not as yet.

He is an intelligent young person though so if you
know a Page of Swords, you will recognise his astute
mind.

He also talks a lot so there will always be chatty
conversations with him.
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Here we have the Page of Pentacles, he is so true to

the Earth element.

This Page is the most grounded of all the Pages,

reliable.

If we consider what the Pentacles represent then this

guy will bring messages of finances, family, learning,

stability.

As a youth he will one of the most reliable and loyal of

the pages. He will be more inclined to be ambitious,

hardworking and practical.

His presence in a reading will often refer to good news

on those things that are represented by the

practicalities in life.

He can also represent the firm foundation in a

relationship that has potential to grow but the growth

with be steady but at least it is growing with a solid

foundation.
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In finances he can bring news of a good investment or

acceptance to a course of study.

Generally the things in life that help us practically that

we can touch.

If news is awaited on matters of health you can be

assured of good news to come of improved health.

The Page of Pentacles as a young person will be very

hands on and will no doubt spend his time

constructing little projects and building things.
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We are now moving up along the 'Court' Hierarchy to

The Knights.

There are four Knights in total, one representing each

suit.

TTTTHEHEHEHE KKKKNIGHTNIGHTNIGHTNIGHT OFOFOFOF PPPPENTACLESENTACLESENTACLESENTACLES,S,S,S,SWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS,,,, WWWWANDSANDSANDSANDS ANDANDANDAND
CCCCUPSUPSUPSUPS

The knights bring movement, after all in Court they

would be crusading and in action, protecting and

taking on new conquests .

Within your tarot readings, the Knights will show up to

take on particular jobs.

They are messengers and turn up in your reads to

move events on in your life where it is needed.
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Normally this Knight's horse moves at a very steady

pace as is often portrayed in the symbolism on the

card.

The Knights normally bring action and messages to a

reading.

Its then fair to say that this Knight will not bring

speediness with him in any circumstance.

He isn't interested in wooing females like the Knight of

Cups or looking for fun like the Knight of Wands and

rushing in and out with sharp words like the Knight of

Swords as his charges in, sword in hand...

No, the Knight of Pentacles is focused on work, he is

looking so intently at his pentacle and holding it tightly

that this is his focus.

Its fair to say though that he takes his relationships

seriously..and will be loyal.
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Even his horse is heavy set and workman like, sturdy

and strong.

Although The Pentacles work hard, they also want to

fine things in life.

They want to be able to buy the very best of

everything.

They take pride in what they have and how they look.

When this young man grows up he will follow in the

footsteps of his father, The King of Pentacles and

continue building on his success.
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This Knight is a Knight in every sense of the

word..brave and ready for battle.

He represents the element of air (swords) so his realm

of focus is thought and communication.

His astrological sign, Gemini, adds to this with his

quick thinking intellect.

One sure characteristic of the Knight of Swords is his

speed in which he moves from one thing to the next.

You wont find him resting on his laurels but you will

find him on the move...

If this guy turns up in your reading then there is a high

possibility that there may be an argument brewing that

will help clear the air.
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He dosent mince his words but instead, he will say

exactly how he feels.

This undoubtedly causes arguments with the

questioner but it does clear the air and often works out

to the advantage of who the cards are drawn for.

The Knight comes in especially when his young and

less experienced brother, the Page of Swords was

sent to deliver the message but didn't quite get it over.

No doubt the Knight of Swords will get the job done.

Unfortunately this fellow can also represent

anger...and quick temper and jealousy if ill dignified.

So its fair to say that whatever task he is involved it, it

will be delivered with speed and often unexpectedly.
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Again, as with the other Knights..there is movement

with this romantic soul and if he can he will come into a

reading to help some damsel in distress.

He is the idealist in love and is emotional.

Lets not forget though that this Knight however lovable

and gallant he is.

He will in fact move on to his next conquest when the

fancy takes him..

Of course, with other cards surrounding him, he can

bring the most wonderful news of love, romance and

marriage.

His messages will be of a romantic and passionate

nature.
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In the card below you can see how had extravagant

and handsome he is and you can see his has an

appreciation for the aesthetically pleasing.

This guy may be alluring and mysterious and naturally

intuitive.

Just to remind you that in general this Knight will be

approximately 18-25 years old, unless of course

someone is older and young at heart.

Looking at the pace of his horse, he dosent move so

very quickly so his messages wont be at the pace of

the Knight of Swords.

But more so he will swoon his way in at a steady

pace..

There is so much emotion attached with this card that

its also important to remember that this young person

can ride a wave of emotions.
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The Knight of Wands I have always found an

interesting Knight, he tends to frequent my reads also.

He seems a restless guy who busies himself

endlessly.

Probably rescuing some damsel in distress

somewhere or off on his travels.

His Sagittarius side fits well with his enthusiasm for

excitement and fun, wether that be activities of a

physical nature and sexual.

So he is not only on the move but he is also driven

with passion and energy!

He can turn up when there is certain movement and

that movement can be physical.
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It can be movement to a new job, a new home or a

holiday.

But in terms of passion well hes how can we say.

He thinks with his wand!

So he is passionately driven into experiencing the

physical pleasures, no surprise really.

This Knight is probably the most exciting and

passionate.

His magnetic personality, energy and confidence will

mean he has no shortage of admirers.

As a person he will be incredibly sociable.
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Queens are the Mothers of the Court, they are the
nurturers also.

So even though they are almost at the highest
attainment of their suit but not quite so they are not in
control of their suit.

As with all the Courts there is one queen for each
suits.

TTTTHEHEHEHE QQQQUEENUEENUEENUEEN OFOFOFOF CCCCUPSUPSUPSUPS,,,, SSSSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS,,,, WWWWANDSANDSANDSANDS ANDANDANDAND THETHETHETHE
PPPPENTACLEENTACLEENTACLEENTACLEs

The Queens will show up in the read often as actual
people and/or advice.

Each queen takes on characteristics typical of their
suit and this will have influence over the reading.

Each Court family will share similarities within their
element but has differences depending on which Court
card they are.

Queens do share similarities of the King but not so
controlling and or decisive. The closest to a King in
regards to decision is the Queen of Swords and her
difference is that she adds some of her emotion to her
decisions.
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Who is she and how do we relate to her within a
reading?

So lets look at some of the aspects with this earthly
queen!

If i have a choice of queens to represent myself it
would be this queen at my best.

She is the queen i aspire to be in my general life
though i do have failings!

Keep in mind when we discuss aspects of her 'good
points' that if she came out as advice within your
reading then refer to aspects of her qualities then look
over your reading to what the issue is and what may
be lacking...

This is the advice: For example,this queen is
trustworthy and can keep a confidence.

If the reading was focused on a trust issue, especially
someone breaking a confidence then the advice is
very clear.

Advice would be to advise the client that the situation
would be improved by keeping to their word and
keeping confidences in the future.
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Show themselves to be more trustworthy and
reliable..Work to achieve this..

The Queen of Pentacles isn't afraid of work, so if there
is work you need to do to rectify the situation then do
it.

This Queen loves her family and nurtures her children.

If this queen comes out as an outcome then most like
the client will adopt/develop aspects of this queen.
Maybe she has been the Queen of Wands and there
has been infidelity issues?

The Queen of Wands wouldn't have infidelity issues,
she is too trustworthy.She would also show up as
positive within reads for decision outcomes again look
at her nature.

She works hard and isn't afraid of work and her wealth
and abundance is evident in the pentacle she holds so
confidently in her hand. Pentacles are represented
by the Earth element. This is not an emotional card.

It is about stability, practicality and all that she
expresses within her character.

This queen is very proud of what she has achieved.
But it symbolically it represents integrity and
compassion and lets not forget..she is also very
sensual, her association with the Devil card connects
her to the earthly pleasures!
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The most sensitive and emotional of the Queens.

She has a depth of feeling that comes from deep

within, compassionate and caring.

The Queen of cups in addition to being highly intuitive,

is also often psychic and a healer.

Not surprising really, especially as the Moon is her

ruling planet.

She is naturally spiritual, it comes very naturally to her.

She is a very loving mother and wife, an empathic

friend who will try and help everyone out.

I am sure many would consider her beautiful but also a

dreamer with her head in the clouds who tends to think

with her heart rather than her head.

I doubt she would be thought to be very sensible but

she makes up in her so many qualities.
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When she loves she loves for the longterm and is

loyal.

If she comes up in your reading then look to the

surrounding cards to see if she may be telling you to

take a more compassionate approach rather then the

practical and logical one.

Show patience instead of intolerance and loving

instead of being indifferent.

One downside that the Queen of Cups has to be

careful of is her range of deep emotions that can

sometimes be too much for some, she can sometimes

be described as 'clingy'.

In many of the Tarot Card images this Queen is shown

as her focus is of her Cups and that her emotions/love

is what drives and motivates her.

In many images, she holds the cup ahead of her as if

taking it to someone, which i guess is true in that

sense because she probably isnt the type of person to
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hold back her emotions. To have them on view

would be no surprise.

With her creative imagination she tends to love music

and creative pastimes including those of romance!

Sometimes she will come up in your readings as

longing, this can be of anything emotional.

Longing for a child, a lost love or a new love,

surrounding cards will show more.
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The Queen of Swords often seen and recognised to

be the Queen who is intelligent, sharp thinker and fair.

The water aspect of this Queen enables her to add

some empathy to her logic.

Many will appreciate her intelligence and quick

thinking but some will also find that she has a sharp

tongue.

In readings this may show up in relationship readings.

When this Queen turns up as an outcome for me in my

reads or an issue i think 'oh dear, what will I say now''.

Its important to mention that The Queen of Swords is a

fair queen so decisions that she makes will be evenly

balanced. She will consider a situation with logic but

also with feeling.

She will listen to her head and her heart .
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This is represented symbolically in how she shows the

double edge of her sword, to show both sides...

One thing you can be sure that if she says No! She will

mean it and it will be final.

Her astrological sign is Libra, she will weigh every

situation up fairly and reach her decision on matters.

Her logical mind allows her to be able to problem solve

and in fact she sees the possibility of potential issues

before most other people.

If she comes up as an issue, i am sure you may find

that she has spoken out and offended someone not

intentionally because it will be of good intent and

purpose.

She may also be telling the questioner that they must

be fair with all their options and communications.
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The Queen of Wands is the busy bee Mom who has

never ending energy!

This Queen has energy in abundance, she is

attractive, passionate, sexual and loving, she is also

very cunning!

She enjoys business and works with drive and

determination.

She isnt short on confidence either, the Fire element in

her nature gives her that fire in her belly to succeed

and succeed she will.

She sets her aims and then works fiercely to achieve

it.

The Queen of Wands likes to be well known and she is

often popular, her disposition is sunny.
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She will network socially just as she does in business

and nothing much will hold her back.

All the Court cards are associated and connected to

an element (as all the Tarot cards) or elements

because the Courts have input of two elements.

This Queen's element is Water of Fire which means

that she also has the emotional nurturing side to her

fiery motivated side, adding that female touch to her

no fuss, go get it attitude.

Although she is a loving Queen, she is independent.

She likes to create her own life within a marriage and

does not want to be over needed by her partner.

You will find that many people are drawn to her...her

happy and vibrant personality is very appealing to

others.
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This Queen also has energy to spare so if she comes

up in a read then you can expect that you will be

enjoying a creative period where you can enjoy using

your talents to the full potential.

If she comes up as advice then you are being asked to

consider the Queen of Wands character and use

aspects of her personality to achieve what you need

to..

Think about what aspect of her personality the

situation will benefit from , such as confidence,

creativity, enthusiasm.

Maybe her drive and motivation is needed to see a job

through to the end and that extra burst of energy is

needed.

Do you need to feel better about yourself..start a new

hobby or go for that new job...do you need to set your

target and go for it?
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Is there something in your life that you need to fight for,

that you believe is right and need this Queen's passion

and drive for?

In a health reading she will represent good health and

vitality so she would represent a positive outcome in a

reading.

She is also rarely down so its highly unlikely that she

will ever suffer any mental stress.

Lets not forget her seductive nature, this could be an

issue that turns up in your readings also...!

I also want to add that out of all the Queens, she is the

most cunning.

She is intelligent and will use her clever thinking to

help her get what she wants and she is prepared to

work hard to achieve it.
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The Kings of the Court are the absolute decision

makers of their domain.They are also in control of their

individual suit..

Elementary, each King is of the Fire element in

addition to their own element that corresponds to their

individual suit.

(The Queens have the Water element which makes

sense as they are the nurturers)

The Kings have become decisive, the experiences

they have lived through during the battles as younger

men have taught them much and they are are now at

the head of their suits.

As with all the elements ( which correspond to their

suit) there can be extremes within these.

So, for example, the King of Cups is in control of his

own emotions and not the other way round like his
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lady, the Queen of Cups, who is ruled by her

emotions.

This can present as an issue because he can also use

these emotions against others, if he so chooses.

The King of Swords, in general, he can be a decisive

communicator who looks fairly at the facts but on the

extreme, he can be harsh with his words.

This can make him come across as an angry soul

sometimes.

The Queen of Swords is softened with the Queen's

water element so she adds an aspect of emotion to

her thought processes.

The King of Pentacle is the hard worker of the Kings,

his focus is on the practical but in an extreme of his

suit, he can overwork.

This can show up as an issue within reads, especially

if his partner feels neglected.
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His wife, the Queen of Pentacles has the softer

element with the water so she will still take time out to

nurture.

The King of Wands is driven by his Fire element as

this is his suit but additionally he is also of the Fire

element so he can be overly ambitious and egotistical

but a very exciting lover!

His lady is driven also but an aspect of this will transfer

to her children and she will encourage them to achieve

too.

The King will be pure driven with so much fire!
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Still waters run deep with this King.

He is emotional, sensitive and passionate. The King of

Cups represents attributes of the Fire element.

He is the decision maker, the authoritarian and

protector.

He is just more creative in his thoughts,

compassionate and caring with being attributed to the

Water element.

Don't be fooled by his quiet exterior because

underneath under everything he is amazingly

passionate.

This King may sometimes come up in your readings

when someone in your life is controlling their feelings

either towards you or someone in yours or the client's

life.
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The King of Cups has learnt in life that not having

control over his emotions is not always beneficial so

he mastered the art of control.

In a reading this could be for your benefit or your

client's.

This is one aspect of this King that often comes out for

advice.

Importantly on the other hand this King will be advising

you within your readings to NOT wear your heart on

your sleeve and to hold back.

He is very good at keeping things to himself also..you

may never quite know what he is thinking..

His combination of Fire and Water means he can be

soft on the outside but then volatile and passionate

underneath.
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As his wife is intuitive then the King will be also, his

judgement will be based on his feel which will be pretty

much reliable.

He has earned his rank as a King within the family

from his successes and victories as a Knight in his

younger days and now rules wisely.

In matters of family the presence of this King may be

asking you to show more love and care, compassion

to your family members.

In regards to friends, this King keeps confidence and

is there as a good listener so consider why he may be

showing up in your reads.

Is there a reason why he may show up?

Advise the client of ways that this King may be giving

advice.As this King is also a peacemaker who can

listen to everyone's point of view without prejudice

then there could also be advice here also of applying

diplomacy to a situation.
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The King of Pentacles, the 'earthly' King. This King is

one of my 'stalkers', he pops up in situations

periodically and dosent seem to leave until I am

through that phase.

I realize now that it tends to be when i am working

through an issue successfully until i reach the outcome.

After all this is the King who believes in hard work and

success.

He can be known to work too hard at times and

sometimes to the exclusion of his family, yet his goal in

life is to give and provide his wife and family with every

comfort they need and then the luxuries too.

If this card shows up for a health reason, it will indicate

that the questioner is working successfully towards

good health.

His element is Fire of Earth so he has the practical yet

driven to be successful..He is practical...stable and
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loyal. He would be very suited as a farmer as the long

hours of work would not phase him.

The King of Pentacles is an experienced man, who is

honest and likes to be respected.

You wont find him doing anything underhand.

He has an inbuilt feeling and love for nature

You may have noticed that this King always wears

ornate quality clothes.

His astrological sign is Taurus so its no surprise to

hear that he can be very stubborn and is always very

strong willed. He doesn't really like change and he

upholds traditions.

If he were to come up in a relationship issue it could

well be that his partner is feeling neglected due to his

absence. The King also has a tendency towards a

temper also.

This is no doubt attributed to his 'Fire' influence
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The King of Wands is one King who likes to be

noticed.

He is the all Fire element so there is no lacking of drive

and willpower here.

He is all confident and has a very high opinion of

himself.

It would seem that others are easily attracted to this

King's charismatic personality.

The problem with this attention that he enjoys also

gives him more of an ego than he already has.

However much he enjoys such adoration, he is still a

very loving and generous husband and father and

enjoys his family.

In relation to the workplace, If this King wants

something done, then done it will be and if not,well you

may well feel his scorch.
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He means business and not only in the business

sense!

Another aspect of his nature is that he is impulsive,

which can sometimes cause the occasional problem.

Acting before thinking may be exciting but it may also

have its downside too!

He is the master of his domain and his 'wand' so he

has the energy and the motivation to use it, so much

so that he could make a sport of it!

This King is a natural leader and excels in business,

success is associated with him but he works hard for

it.

So if this King comes up in a reading you need to

consider wether his attributes will be an aspect of

advice or wether a part of his personality is an issue.

He could also simply be someone in your life or

coming into your life.
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As a business or career outcome he would be a very

positive sight and would indicate success..As advice it

could mean that the questioner in a reading may need

to adopt qualities of this King.

If this King comes up as an issue, maybe his ego

causes a problem..maybe his desire for attention from

the opposite sex is?

Surrounding cards will identify which area
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The King of Swords you will often read or hear him

referred to as the Lawyer, this is actually quite apt for

this King because he is in fact the one who will find the

facts out.

If there is information to unearth, he will be there, no

doubt.

This King uses his logic and intellect to assist him in

making decisions.

He may seem to come across as very judgemental

and if he is looking for the facts in a situation then he is

probably weighing all the information up.

He gives logical and wise advice and could easily fit in

the role of a leader, someone of official importance.

The King of Swords is very independent and would not

appreciate being held back in any way.
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He is his own boss and like to be free to make his own

decisions.

He can sometimes come across as being detached,

especially in relationships.

He can be passionate but he isn't over emotional.

But he does have a temper, especially, if things don't

go how he wants them to .

In my relationship readings he shows up when there is

some detachment within the relationship, often after a

'shift' in the feelings department.

I have also seen him when the client is seeking out

information in for whatever reason.

He could also show in legal issues within reads.
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I hope you enjoyed the Resource
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